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SYRAH 
It may not have legions of wine drinkers clamoring for more, but fine Syrah has 
carved out a most comfortable niche for itself in California, and the better bot-
tlings are quieting its grandiloquent critics who were too quick to proclaim that its 
day has come and gone.

GRENACHE
On its own, Grenache makes wines that run the gamut from simple and straight-
forward to big, broad and lavish, and it provides a very sure fruity foundation to 
some of the best red Rhône blends around. There are reasons why it is gaining 
increased attention both in the vineyard and on retailers’ shelves.

MOURVÈDRE
Mourvèdre is not new to California and, under the name Mataro, has been used in 
anonymous field blends for well over one-hundred years. It rarely shines in mak-
ing single-variety wines and is most often employed as a ripe and slightly earthy 
companion to Grenache and Syrah.

PETITE SIRAH
As most wine lovers are aware, Petite Sirah can make some of the sturdiest, most 
tannic red wines of them all. Of late, it is generating a decided upturn in interest 
as vintners up and down the state are giving it the kind of winemaking attention 
previously reserved for its more prestigious varietal cousins.

VIOGNIER
There is by far more Viognier in California than there is the rest of its white Rhône 
cousins combined. It has shown real success in most every wine-growing region 
in the state, and it lays claim to making some of the most effusively aromatic white 
wines of any variety.

GRENACHE BLANC, 
ROUSSANNE, MARSANNE 
and PICPOUL BLANC
These four white Rhône varieties may not yet be household names, but they are 
proving their worth both as sympathetic partners in blends and occasionally in 
satisfying stand-alone efforts. They have found a hospitable home in the warmer 
climes of California’s Central Coast with scattered plantings emerging in a few 
other regions as well, and they afford plenty of interest for those willing to look 
beyond Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc.

SPARKLING WINE
A handful of special sparkling wines arrived after our annual review this past 
November, and, while the best do not come cheap and are the kind meant to be 
saved for important occasions, several are remarkable, highly collectable efforts 
that compare favorably with the most renowned renditions in the world. 

For a number of years now, March is the month 
in which we have turned our attention to 
California’s slow, but steadily growing efforts at 
mastering the red and white varieties tradition-
ally grown in France’s Rhône Valley. The last 
couple of decades have been interesting times 
for these grapes, and as vintages have come 
and gone, it is clear that, even though seem-
ing to have evolved in fits and starts, Syrah, 
Viognier and its many Rhônish companions 
have established themselves as significant 
players in California’s ever-expanding roster of 
fine wines. Outstanding Rhône-inspired wines 
can now be found in all of California’s impor-
tant wine-growing districts from Santa Barbara 
and Paso Robles to the Sierra Foothills, Napa, 
Sonoma and Mendocino, yet rather than reach-
ing a point of stasis with very fixed regional 
characters, they come in a multitude of shapes, 
sizes and styles. That, in part, is what makes 
them so fascinating, and, while established 
producers who are featured in this issue such 
as Jeff Cohn, Tablas Creek, Adelaida and Zaca 
Mesa continue to impress, relative newcomers 
like Prospect 772, Westwood and Daou are 
adding their names to the roster of very seri-
ous makers.

One of California’s long-term tenants, Petite 
Sirah, also gets a lengthy look this month, 
and, while it is at best a distant relation to the 
contemporary Rhône family, its richness and 
robust personality affords it a certain kinship 
with its hearty, southern French cousins. Once 
something of an afterthought in the discussion 
of fine west coast wines, Petite Sirah is under-
going something of a renaissance of late as 
thoughtful winemaking is changing its image 
as a hopelessly unruly and impossibly tannic 
wine, and it is easy to argue that recent offer-
ings have never been better. 

Finally, this edition concludes with a brief look 
at new sparkling wines, and it would be an 
understatement to say that among them are 
some of the most compelling bottles of bub-
bles that we have tasted in some time. 
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AVAILABILITY

3	 Generally available in most market areas.

1	 Limited production and/or limited geographic distribution.

O	 Very limited availability.

GV Good Value

S	 Soft and fruity wine. Quaffable by itself or with light foods.

F	 Crisp white. Medium acid and dry. Fish or delicate flavored foods.

C	 Mellow white. Dry to slightly sweet. Enough acid for white meats.

l	Full and balanced dry White. Try with rich seafood and fowl dishes.

L	 Light Red and powerhouse White. Fowl, veal and light meats.

B	 Medium Red. Balanced, good depth, medium tannin.  
 Beef and lamb.

T	 Robust Red. Full tannin, intense flavors. For highly spiced  
 meat dishes.

d	 Sweet Dessert wine. Enjoyable by itself or with sweet desserts.

DRINKABILITY 

D	 Drinkable now. Unlikely to improve with further aging.

I	 Drinkable now. Further bottle aging can improve this wine.

A	 Cellar for future drinking. Wine will improve with bottle aging.

U	 Not suitable for drinking.

OUTSTANDING WINES CHARACTERISTICS & TRADITIONAL USE WITH FOOD

Tasting Note Legend

NOTE: Wines not marked with stars are often delightful wines. Each has unique 
virtues and any of these wines may be the best wine to serve your needs 
based on value, availability or for your dining and taste preferences. *Prices – 
Approximately California full retail prices. 

Connoisseurs’ Guide tastings are conducted with                 Stemware.

	***	 THREE STARS: (95-98 points) An exceptional wine.   
  Worth a special search of the market.

	 **	 TWO STARS:  (91-94 points) A highly distinctive wine.  
  Likely to be memorable.

 *	 ONE STAR: (87-90 points) Fine example of a type or  
  style of wine. Without notable flaws.
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For the last half-dozen or so years, California Syrah has been the brunt of too many insider jokes 
among those who presume to be the arbiters of taste in fine wine, but the strained humor and jibes 
seem to be easing of late and it is quietly gaining the respect it deserves. Yes, there was a time when 
the market was flooded with very ordinary efforts that did its reputation no service, yet the wise-
cracking coming from those unable to sell it has ebbed, and it has been a while since we heard the 
latest variant of how it is harder to get rid of a case of Syrah than a case of…well, pick your disease. 

The truth is that Syrah was in large part undermined by its sudden popularity, that and the fact that it will grow most anywhere. It was embraced 
by producers large and small who saw Syrah and smelled money, and acreage increased well ahead of demand leading to a surplus of insipid wine 
in the market. Boom became bust in fairly short order, and Syrah as a variety has been in the doldrums ever since. There are remarkable examples 
to be had nonetheless, yet the fame that many saw in its future has gone to California Pinot Noir instead.

Although we still regularly hear of consumers’ stubborn disinterest in Syrah, it is a grape that has not been forgotten by a good many devoted 
vintners. The topic of Syrah routinely comes up in our conversations with winemakers from Santa Barbara to Mendocino, and, more importantly, 
the number of new wineries that are willing to take at least a small chance on Syrah may be growing. 

To date, Syrah’s most memorable local editions have emphasized the classic California constituents of ripeness and bold fruit that are the stuff of 
dreams to admirers of big wines and anathema to those looking for nuance and finesse. There is no question, however, that Syrah can make 
refined wines of real style and grace as well, and, while we hope that those ample versions hewing to unbridled richness will not be abandoned, 
there is much to appreciate in more subtle, scaled-down efforts. Its very ability to go in different directions has been cited with some justification 
by many as problematic in that consumers who are uncertain as to how a particular bottle might taste are prone to leave Syrah on the shelf and 
instead choose something safe and familiar.  

The question, then, becomes whither goes Syrah. It is safe to say that it will not disappear nor should it, but it is best looked at as a variety still in 
progress. It is easy to forget that real winemaking mastery does not come quickly. The impacts of viticulture, place and cellar technique take time 
to understand, and, it must be remembered, a winemaker gets but one chance each year. There is a small but growing band of committed vintners 
whose experience and determined dedication to Syrah ensure that it will not fade away, and, as successful as they have become, they too will fur-
ther hone their skills and sharpen their visions of what great local Syrah can be. We do not expect that Syrah will threaten the dominance of Cab-
ernet Sauvignon and Pinot Noir hereabouts in the foreseeable future, but its steadfast fans, and we are among them, have reasons enough to be 
excited about its next generation.
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this uneven wine presents an ill-fitting mix of contrasting pieces 
that never quite come into balance. It is both soft and stiff in feel 
with a bit of dried-grape desiccation becoming clear in the late-
going, and its combination of acidity and tannin leaves it fairly 
stark and austere at the finish.  1	 B	 I	 $49.00
iq CHACEWATER Sierra Foothills 2013
Young Syrah can be tough and still be successful, but it needs 
to be well-filled and fruity, and, while this one is framed with 
lots of grabby, alum-like tannins, its hard-pressed fruit struggles 
to survive. It is hard to like now and will need both time and more 
than a bit of good luck if it is to grow into better. We are not 
betting big on its chances.  1	 B	 A	 $21.00
io CLINE Sonoma County 2014
A bit murky and muddled with touches of smoke and a vague 
milky edge to its ill-defined fruit, this comparatively thin rendering 
wants for both focus and richness at every stop of its way and 
becomes taut, narrow and slightly bitter as it goes. It may not be 
expensive, but it is no bargain.  3	 B	 I	 $15.00
ip CLOS LA CHANCE Estate Grown Central Coast 2012
It is possible to find a smattering of Syrah spice here and there in 
the nose, but this wine is underfilled and far from varietally 
specific in the mouth, and it transitions quickly from glyceriny 
softness at entry to coarseness and tea-bag astringency without 
finding the fruit to be complete.  1	 B	 I	 $18.00

** jo DAOU Celestus Paso Robles 2013
50% Syrah; 36% Cabernet Sauvignon; 14% Petit Verdot. Both 
Daou Syrah-based bottlings are loaded with Syrah, and both are 
wines of significance for depth, continuity and ageworthiness. Of 
the two, this one is perhaps the more refined with a touch less 
ripeness and noticeably less boldness and tannic swagger. But it 
does have a solid underpinning contributed in part by its generous 
Cabernet proportions, and while the Bordelais bits do not take 
over the wine, they do add an air of black curranty complexity to 
the concentrated berryish fruit.  1	 B	 I	 $46.00
** jn DAOU AUX Reserve Paso Robles 2013
71% Syrah; 24% Grenache; 5% Mourvèdre. Devoted fans of the 
Rhône will likely choose this dramatic bottling for its concentrated 
blackberry focus, its raspberry and strawberry intimations and its 
very sturdy structure that pushes so hard as to suggest a bit of 
Petite Sirah in the mix. It is deep, ripe and continuous across the 
palate, and its slight underbelly softness is more than balanced 
and is tightened up by near-to-abrasive tannins. Put this one in 
the cellar for up to decade.  1	 T	 A	 $65.00

** jm DUTTON GOLDFIELD Cherry Ridge Vineyard 2013
Russian River Valley. Here is the classic “wait on it” wine. Its 
tight yet precise Syrah aromas of blackberry, roast beef and spice 
are solidly on point, and while there is not the oft-seen ripe and 
succulent fruitiness on offer at this point, there is nonetheless a 
fair measure of convincing fruit looking set to emerge. Obvious 
in its hard texture as well and nowhere near ready to drink, the 
wine belongs in the cellar for another four to seven years and is 
a pretty good bet for the future.  1	 B	 A	 $50.00

** jn ADELAIDA Reserve Anna’s Vineyard 2013
Adelaida District. Immediately impressing as a Syrah of great 
concentration but equally notable for its layering, its richness and 
its considerable range as well, this lavish wine hews to the riper 
lines of its maker yet, at every point, stays convincingly focused 
on very pure, fully extracted blackberry fruit, while its background 
highlights of pepper and game keep it squarely on the varietal 
track. It is not overly tannic, but it lacks for nothing in the way of 
structural spine, and, even if warming up a bit at the finish, its 
ongoing richness easily outdistances its minor indiscretion of 
evident heat.  1	 T	 A	 $60.00
** jm ADELAIDA Version Red Anna’s Vineyard 2013
Adelaida District. 52% Syrah; 40% Mourvèdre; 8% Grenache. 
Ripe, rich and fairly complex with a big sweep of sweet oak and 
scattered suggestions of roasted beef, dried herbs and chocolate 
to its voluminous, deeply fruity aromas, Adelaida’s very outgoing 
“Version” is a slightly supple, fairly well-polished, mouthfilling 
wine that shows great cohesion of its many parts. It is big without 
being top-heavy, and its nicely proportioned tannins guarantee 
longevity yet are never austere. It is a serious wine that looks to 
grow for a good many years, but we admit that its attractions 
are not easy to resist even now.  O	 B	 I	 $50.00
** jm ADELAIDA Anna’s Vineyard Adelaida District 2013
There are, in truth, few differences between this intense, deeply 
drawn effort and its reserve counterpart above, and, like its mate, 
it is loaded with concentrated, fully ripened fruit and sports a 
sweet trim of oak spice along with a pronounced gamy streak. It 
is again a very well-structured wine despite its high ripeness and 
never once becomes heavy or hot, and it keeps its sights firmly 
set on juicy berries and spice all the way through its very long-
lasting finish.  1	 B	 A	 $40.00
* is ADELAIDA Adelaida District 2013
Edging into the slightly chocolaty realm and in no way hiding its 
ripeness, this sizeable Syrah nonetheless claims well-defined fruit 
and a good dose of the variety’s gamy and peppery spice. It is 
not a wine of nuance but one whose youthful vigor and rather 
straightforward appeal make it attractive even now, and, while 
it tends to dry a bit in the latter going, it is not so astringent as 
to demand protracted keeping and should grow into its best in 
but three or four years.  O	 B	 I	 $25.00
ir ANDIS Indian Creek Vineyard Amador County 2013
Aggressively spicy with a strong scent of cracked pepper and a 
note of dry earth set before somewhat lesser background fruit in 
the nose, this rough and unruly youngster proves to be hot, ripe 
and ragged on the palate with far more power than polish, and 
age is a must even if it makes no promise of being anything 
other than gutsy and gruff.  O	 T	 A	 $27.00
iq BONNY DOON Le Pousseur Central Coast 2013
Its early gamy notes signal its varietal standing as does a dollop 
of black pepper spice to its aromas, but the wine is surprisingly 
dry across the palate with more muscle than inner stuffing. While 
it does not wholly abandon fruit at its heart, it does cover much 
of that fruit with coarse tannins and winds up a touch ordinary 
in the process.  1	 B	 I	 $26.00
iq CASS Backbone Paso Robles 2013
Dusty and dry on the one hand yet decidedly ripe on the other, 
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ir FIRESTONE Santa Ynez Valley 2012
8% Grenache. Here is a Syrah that sits on the lighter end of the 
varietal spectrum and one that is a bit limited in depth, but, if 
never a particularly potent wine, it does speak with a quietly spicy 
Syrah voice. Its scaled-down tannins get a push from obvious 
acidity, and it is just tight enough to want a year or two in the bottle 
to relax and unfold into its best.  3	 B	 I	 $25.00

iq GREENWOOD RIDGE Mendocino Ridge 2013
Lighter in all ways starting with its quietly spicy, low-fruit aromas 
and following with very like-minded flavors that tend slightly to 
thinness, this relatively slender Syrah speaks to its varietal origin 
in fairly hushed tones and is always a bit vague in its message. 
Expecting more range with age is expecting a little too much, 
and it lacks the structure and strength to keep for more than a 
few years.  O	 B	 D	 $29.00

ip HEINTZ Roxy Sonoma Coast 2013
If no doubt finding favor with those whose tastes run to the cool-
climate, lower-alcohol Syrah model, this decidedly underplayed 
effort is less likely to please others who are looking for versions 
that deliver fruity richness and explicit spice. It is clean, somewhat 
scrawny, mild-mannered stuff with a vaguely herbal edge, and it 
comes up short on extract and depth.  O	 B	 I	 $46.00

** jn JEFF COHN Buffalo Hill Rockpile Vineyard 2013
Rockpile. This year’s edition of Buffalo Hill exhibits all of the fruity 
depth and varietal precision that we have come to expect with 
an expansive nose of ripe berries, dark chocolate, coffee, black 
pepper and a trim of freshly turned earth and like-minded, fully 
extracted flavors. It is, on the one hand, so rich and outgoing as 
to almost tempt early drinking, but this is a very solid and well-
structured wine that is not close to showing all that it is, and it 
gradually gives way to plenty of burly young tannins that mark it 
as a Syrah that wants a lengthy stay in the cellar. Finesse is not 
among its many notable achievements, yet it will be once time 
has passed, and, if five or six years of waiting are in order, a full 
dozen seems the far better choice.  1	 T	 A	 $85.00

** jm JEFF COHN So Serine Rockpile Vineyard 2013
Rockpile. The most outgoing of Cohn’s several Syrahs sourced 
from the Rockpile Vineyard and a wine that makes no apologies 
for unbridled ripeness, the So Serine bottling is a massive and 

mouthfilling working of enormous concentration and depth. It is 
arguably close to being too much of a good thing, and those 
seeking Syrahs of subtlety should be forewarned, but any and all 
who crave extracted wines of commanding richness, density and 
depth need look no further.  1	 T	 A	 $60.00
* iu JEFF COHN #Pure Yum California 2013
67% Syrah; 23% Grenache; 10% Mourvèdre. Mr. Cohn’s liking 
for ripeness and richness comes through very clearly here, yet for 
all the wine’s amplitude and intimations of sweetness, it is not at 
all over the top and delivers plenty of generously oaked, dark 
berry fruit. It is at once wide open and moderately tannic in a 
way that both invites drinking and argues for a few years of age, 
but, whether held or enjoyed soon, it will fill the niche nicely as 
a foil to hearty, full-flavored dishes.  1	 B	 I	 $60.00
* it KITÁ Camp 4 Vineyard Santa Ynez Valley 2013
A little on the low-keyed side and missing out on the range and 
depth possible with Syrah, this wine is nonetheless very much on 
point in character with light-medium volume aromas of red fruits 
leading the way and black pepper and glimpses of dark chocolate 
taking up the chase in support. It has an open, somewhat soft 
texture that invites early drinking, and its temperate tannins can 
carry the wine for a few years if you care to put some aside for 
a rainy day.  1	 B	 D	 $30.00
** jm NINER Heart Hill Vineyard Paso Robles 2013
Intense, keenly blackberry-like fruit jumps to an early lead in the 
very deep and handsomely oaked aromas of this plentifully filled 
effort and continues to center stage throughout. It is joined by a 
modest measure of varietal spice, though the wine stays away 
from the grape’s gamier side, and, while initially supple and finely 
textured on entry, the wine proves to be very well-structured and 
built for age. It is moderately tannic without being at all hard or 
unduly tough, but it needs time in the cellar all the same and will 
reward five to eight years of patience.  O	 B	 A	 $45.00

** jp PROSPECT 772 The Brawler Calaveras County 2013
7% Viognier. The overtly peppery and gamy aspects of Syrah are 
not what this rich and many-layered wine is about, and its focus 
is instead fixed on very deep raspberry- and blackberry-like fruit 
with sweet oak and relatively subtle spice notes in support. It is 

*** js JEFF COHN Domaine des Chirats Rockpile 2013
Rockpile Vineyard. The remarkable 2013 Domaine des Chirats 
is a collaborative effort between Jeff and Rhône vigneron, Yves 
Cuilleron, and it quite simply ranks with the best Syrahs to have 
come our way. It shows the ripeness, richness and size that we 
have come to expect from Mr. Cohn, yet it is uncommonly well-
structured and tempers its strength with real refinement. While 

already a Syrah of evident layering and show-stopping depth, it 
is not nearly the wine that it will be with age, and those who are 
incapable of letting it quietly sit for another six to ten years and 
insist on drinking it up in its youth, will be missing out on a 
memorable vinous experience.  1	 B	 A	 $60.00
*** jq JEFF COHN Haley Rockpile Vineyard Rockpile 2013
Although every bit as ripe, rich and well-stuffed as any of Mr. 
Cohn’s substantial 2013 Syrahs, this sturdy, solidly built effort is 
drawn along slightly tighter lines than its mates. It is generously 
fruited with layers of peppery spice, caramelized meat and a scant 
suggestion of earth in league with its dominant theme of dark 
berries, and, if at this point, a potent and powerful wine that is 
a bit short on charm, it is a most promising one that absolutely 
demands patience and will not fully come into its own until it 
approaches its tenth anniversary.  1	 T	 A	 $60.00



quite full, solidly structured and fairly supple in feel with nominal 
tannin and a bit of heat peeking through at the finish, but neither 
does much to impede its extraordinarily long-lasting flavors. It is, 
just as it claims, a bit of a bruiser right now, but time is very much 
on its side and its youthful brashness will slowly be tamed and 
give way to a more mannerly, yet still very rich Syrah as the next 
half-dozen years pass.  O	 T	 A	 $36.00
** jm PROSPECT 772 The Instigator California 2013
Made entirely from Syrah and showing a distinctly gamy veneer 
to its very deep, densely constituted blackberry fruit, this bold, 
big-bodied opus comes with a clear accent on ripeness. It does 
not, however, lose its fruity bearings, and its very long, close-to-
opulent flavors stay on course despite a rush of tannin and heat 
at the finish. It is not a Syrah for the faint of heart now or in the 
future, but those who are looking for richness and willing to wait 
for five or so years should take note.  O	 T	 A	 $36.00
iq ROCK WALL Papa’s Syrah California 2013
Scattered notes of pepper and spice manage to push this one 
into the varietal realm, yet the wine goes wanting for clear fruity 
direction and is always a bit muddled and blurred. It is soft and 
sluggish with full ripeness setting the tone, and its tannic finish 
is punctuated by obvious heat.  1	 T	 I	 $40.00
ip ROCK WALL Rock Hound California 2013
61% Syrah; 29% Grenache; 10% Sangiovese. Mildly suggestive 
of cherries but fairly generic and lacking keen fruity focus of any 
kind, this relatively listless, cheap-tasting wine is slightly rounded 
to start then dries and drifts slowly to slightly chalky astringency 
while always being no better than vague about which grapes 
went into its making.  1	 B	 I	 $16.00
* is SILVER MOUNTAIN Central Coast 2011
A bit lighter and close to spry in demeanor, yet handily avoiding 
any suggestion of greenness with reasonably ripe, mildly peppery 
fruit in view from beginning to end, this firmly balanced, acid-
edged middleweight tightens and takes on a slight note of heat 
as it crosses the palate. That said, its themes of berries and spice 
come through quite clearly in the finish and make a good case 
for a few more years of keeping.  O	 B	 I	 $32.00
iq SPICY VINES Dragon’s Kiss Dry Creek Valley 2013
Regardless of the bow to varietal blackberry in this wine’s nose 
and mouth, it is not all that fruity and runs first to gypsum board 
chalkiness and then to lean fruit. In the mouth, the lack of fruit 
leaves the wine somewhat pinched in flavors and more astringent 
than is comfortable.  O	 B	 I	 $35.00

* jl TABLAS CREEK Adelaida District 2013
Very keenly focused blackberry aromas add suggestions of dried 
currants for extra breadth and back everything up with notions of 
dark soils and briary spice. Its flavors come with the same blend 
of ripe fruit and early complexity supported by a veneer of tannic 
solidity that, together with the confident fruit at its heart, insures 
that the wine will age well over the next four to six years or so, 
and may last longer yet.  1	 T	 I	 $40.00
iq TABLAS CREEK Patelin de Tablas Paso Robles 2014
55% Syrah; 29% Grenache; 10% Mourvèdre and 6% Counoise. 
More oriented to red fruits than black and considerably lighter in 

approach than the wine above, this middleweight proves to be 
rather ordinary and a bit stretched overall. Its clean, generic red 
flavors lack bite and depth, and, while clean and wholly useful in 
washing down simple steaks and burgers, it does not inspire uses 
with fancier foods.  3	 L	 D	 $20.00
* is VIE “Les Amours” Santa Barbara County 2012
Mildly and moderately rich on the nose with a quiet bit of slightly 
berryish fruit that is carried forward into its nicely defined, lightly 
spicy, well-focused varietal flavors, Vie’s “Les Amours” is more 
supple than tough and keeps tannin neatly in check. It is, in fact, 
a fairly approachable Syrah that can be easily enjoyed in its youth, 
even if it looks to gain as its parts integrate with a few years of 
additional cellaring.  O	 B	 I	 $42.00

* is V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2013
Refinement is missing but substance is not, and this wine runs to 
the burly side of things with the accent on ripeness and a big 
dose of roughening young tannins working to obscure what is 
otherwise an ample measure of solidly extracted dark fruit. It is 
unlikely to change its basic stripes even as the years pass, but time 
will temper its gruffness to the point that it will succeed as a foil 
to hearty, well-seasoned roasts.  1	 T	 A	 $36.00
ir WELLINGTON Englandcrest Sonoma Valley 2011
Here is a solid Syrah that toes the varietal line without showing 
great intensity or volume, but its clear statement of blackberries, 
game and peppery spice leaves no doubt about what it is. It is 
just rough enough at the edges to call for another two or three 
years in the cellar, and it earns a tip of the hat for value.
GOOD VALUE  3	 B	 I	 $20.00
* is WESTWOOD Estate Annadel Gap Vineyard 2014
Sonoma County. Despite the fact that this solid, but fairly tightly 
wound offering is still very young and presently prone to gangly 
stiffness, it shows convincing glimpses of mildly gamy and spicy 
Syrah at its heart and gets the nod for its fruity energy. However, 
it is a wine in much need of age, and it requires a minimum of 
three or four years of cellaring.  O	 B	 A	 $40.00
** jm ZACA MESA Black Bear Block Santa Ynez Valley 2012
The deepest and most dramatic of the Zaca Mesa contingent, 
the Black Bear Block Syrah is a sizeable but well-mannered wine 
whose very keen and wonderfully vital blackberry fruit is joined 
by lots of varietally specific spice. It is fleshy and firm with plenty 
of muscle, yet it never toughens or gives up to drying astringency, 
and it shows terrific finishing length with a sustained impression 
of potency that signals even better to come for those with the 
patience to wait for four or five years.  O	 B	 A	 $68.00
* jl ZACA MESA Eight Barrel Santa Ynez Valley 2012
Solidly varietal in both scent and taste with intimations of cured 
meats, pepper and a scant touch of earth in league with very 
precise, ripe berry fruit, this ample, big-bodied effort is spot-on 
in its varietal expression and tips to polish rather than potency. It 
is slightly supple and fairly fleshy in feel with nicely moderated 
tannins lending structural grip, and, if never dramatic, it is sure 
and sustained in flavor with plenty of room to grow and improve 
for another half-dozen years.  1	 B	 A	 $48.00

86
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* is ZACA MESA Z Three Santa Ynez Valley 2012
55% Syrah; 40% Mourvèdre; 5% Grenache. Taking a lead from 
its large Syrah component and showing hints of peppery spice 
and caramelized meats to its medium-density, berry-like fruit, this 
mid-sized offering does not reach quite as far as Zaca Mesa’s 
bigger, more ambitious efforts, but its slightly supple manner 
and careful balance make it a good choice for drinking with the 

likes of beef roasts and savory, well-seasoned stews during the 
next three to five years.  1	 B	 I	 $46.00
ir ZACA MESA Chapel G Santa Ynez Valley 2012
Each of the Zaca Mesa Syrahs comes with a voice of its own, and 
this one is a bit muted. The wine is lesser in volume and slightly 
damped down in fruit when compared to its winery mates, and 
it is inclined to acidy stiffness, yet its mildly gamy traits nudge it 
into the varietal camp and its subtle suggestions of richness hint 
that cellaring might reveal more.  1	 B	 I	 $48.00
iq ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley 2012
The lightest and leanest of the several Zaca Mesa bottlings, this 
one speaks quietly to its varietal origins. It is medium-full-bodied 
yet shows a shortfall of fruity flesh and does not hide its slightly 
acidy structural bones, and it tends to thin out as it crosses the 
palate. It is clean and lively enough but is decidedly limited in 
richness, and it is a Syrah to drink early rather than one that will 
be appreciably bettered by age.  3	 B	 I	 $25.00
 

il 2 PLANK Grenache Syrah South Coast 2013
50% Grenache; 50% Syrah. More of a generic red blend rather 
than a wine that speaks clearly to either of its two varietal parts, 
this diffuse, oddly confected effort smacks of simple sweetness 
throughout and takes an unwelcome turn to sourness after a 
slick, slightly glyceriny start.  O	 B	 D	 $28.00
* jl ADELAIDA Anna’s Red Adelaida District 2013
Anna’s Estate Vineyard. 37% Grenache; 21% Mourvèdre; 18% 
Cinsault; 14% Counoise; 10% Syrah. None of Adelaida’s wines 
shy away from full ripeness, and this expressive, big-bodied blend 
will never be accused of delicacy or understatement, but it is a 
deeply filled working that is rife with well-defined strawberryish 
fruit and its deft accents of toast, sweet cream and stones afford 
a measure of genuine complexity. It is fairly well-balanced for the 
sizeable wine that it is, and, if sufficiently rich and outgoing to 
tempt drinking now, it is certain to benefit from another three to 
five years of keeping.  1	 T	 I	 $36.00
* it ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard 2013
Adelaida District. There is simply no getting around the fact 
that this full-bodied wine plays to high ripeness and accordingly 
runs into more heat than is ideal, but it is also long on juicy, very 
accessible fruit as well. It may lack for polish but its generosity is 
commendable, and, even though steering to excess, it will match 
up favorably with the likes of slow-roasted pork shoulder over 
the next several years.  O	 T	 I	 $36.00
* is ADELAIDA Paso Robles 2013
Very ripe once again as is the winery’s wont, this balanced effort 
steps back from heaviness and keeps heat in check while keying 
on direct, slightly juicy, red berry fruit as its principal message. It 
is not an especially complex wine, but it hits the basic varietal 

marks and is recommended for near-term drinking with savory 
roasts and stews.  1	 B	 I	 $25.00

* it ANABA Turbine Red Sonoma Valley 2013
42% Grenache; 30% Mourvèdre; 28% Syrah. Both a bit deeper 
and slightly more polished than its year-older mate, Anaba’s 2013 
Turbine Red is a solid, yet comparatively mannerly, full-bodied 
wine that gets good marks for its fruity continuity. It, too, smacks 
of strawberries and spice that stay the course to the end, and its 
minor last-minute coarseness will be made moot by a few years 
in the cellar.  1	 B	 I	 $28.00
* is ANABA Turbine Red Sonoma Valley 2012
43% Grenache; 41% Mouvèdre; 16% Syrah. Moderately fruity 
with a slightly spicy twist to its themes of strawberries, this ample, 
fairly mouthfilling effort conveys a good sense of volume with 
nominal tannins providing structure and a bit of back-palate grip, 
and, while it can be enjoyed now with heartier fare, it can age 
for a few years.  1	 B	 I	 $28.00
iq ANDIS Amador County 2012
Nominally ripened yet a bit vague in focus with a loose note of 
strawberries joining elements of dried brush, bark and earth in 
the nose, this wine fares no better once in the mouth. If fairly 
weighty, it wants for a stronger sense of fruit and lacking the 
same winds up coarse, dry and chalky.  1	 B	 I	 $26.00

Grenache has claimed a fair share of attention over the last couple of years, and, while it might yet 
follow Syrah’s bumpy road and unfortunate slide from being the next big thing to yesterday’s news, its 
trajectory has been slower and more measured. On its own, it is more open and inviting with an 
engaging, strawberry-like character, and it is far easier to drink young than is serious Syrah. When 
blended with judicious amounts of its red varietal cousins from the Rhône, as is the case with the 

highest rated Grenaches in this issue, it provides the fruity foundation for complex wines of great interest and range. To date, Grenache has got-
ten the most vintner attention from the Central Coast and the Sierra Foothills, but it is slowly but surely gaining a foothold in other important 
wine-growing districts as well, and we see nothing to suggest that it will fall out of fashion any time soon. 
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ir BONNY DOON Clos de Gilroy Monterey County 2014
9% Mourvèdre; 2% Syrah. While its dry and unexpressive aromas 
are less than inviting, this wine follows with direct, moderately 
fruity, slightly juicy flavors that are far easier to like. It shows the 
slightest bit of tannic firmness but is fundamentally light-hearted 
stuff and looks to be at its best as a foil to simple grilled meats 
over the next couple of years.  1	 L	 D	 $20.00
iq BONNY DOON Cuvée R Rancho Solo 2014
Monterey County. From its ripe, but loosely formed aromas to 
its simple, low-energy flavors, this soft-leaning wine fails to find 
much in the way of clearly defined Grenache character, and it 
lacks the fruity constitution to mitigate its steady drift to dullness 
and drying astringency.  O	 B	 I	 $48.00
ir CASS Paso Robles 2013
The strawberry-like fruit of Grenache is joined in the nose here 
by a smattering of woodsy spice and touches of earth but exerts 
itself a bit more on the palate and becomes the singular theme 
of this one’s clean and comparatively simple flavors. The wine is 
moderately full-bodied and slightly rounded in feel with a very 
temperate trim of tannin, and it will make useful drinking in the 
short- to mid-term.  1	 B	 I	 $42.00
ir CLINE Big Break Vineyard Contra Costa County 2013
There is no faulting this wine for any lack of richness or size, yet 
its unrestrained ripeness always trumps focused fruit. It is as hot 
as it is weighty and inclines to raspberry and strawberry jam with 
chalky tannins rushing up at the end. It is not a Grenache that 
invites light-hearted drinking, and it will benefit from three to 
five years of smoothing.  1	 T	 I	 $33.00
ir CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve Central Coast 2013
Simple and fairly straightforward in the nose with a lightly earthy 
overlay to its quiet suggestions of dark berries, this full-bodied red 
wine is sparing in the juicy fruit that marks good Grenache and 
takes direction instead from its ripeness and tougher parts, yet it 
musters enough richness to hold its ground even as it runs into 
tannin and palpable heat at the end. 1	 B	 I	 $30.00
iq CLOS LA CHANCE Lila’s Cuvée Central Coast 2012
48% Grenache; 24% Carignane; 23% Cinsault; 5% Petite Sirah.
Smelling of indistinct dark fruit and coffee with a bit of dusty oak 
joining in and taking an entirely similar tack in taste, this less-than-
well-focused blend is a touch soft in balance and does not quite 
find the fruit it needs to buffer its obvious tannins, and it drifts 
steadily to chalky dryness.  1	 B	 I	 $50.00

* iu ELYSE C’est si Bon Naggiar Vineyard 2012
Sierra Foothills. 47% Grenache; 28% Mourvèdre; 14% Syrah; 
7% Cinsault; 4% Counoise. Highly concentrated on the one hand 
and fragrantly alive and vital on the on the other, this blended 
effort from the talented folks at Elyse has had something of a 
mixed record in our tastings, yet hits the gong nicely this time 
out. Its moderately intense aromas mix black fruit extracts with 
lighter notes of strawberry and are inviting from the very first 
sniff, and the clean, fruity, oak-enriched flavors that follow on 
complete an attractive picture. Try it with a roasted loin of pork 
basted with pomegranate juice.  1	 T	 I	 $28.00

iq HAHN GSM Central Coast 2014
65% Grenache; 31% Syrah; 4% Mourvèdre. A hesitant bit of 
strawberry-like fruit may provide a scant suggestion of varietal 
identity to this soft, slightly hot, somewhat heavy-footed wine, 
but it never comes to the fore and is at best a secondary player 
to simple ripeness.  1	 B	 I	 $14.00
iq KITÁ Spe’y Camp 4 Vineyard Santa Ynez Valley 2013
58% Grenache; 21% Syrah; 21% Carignane. Haltingly juicy at 
best and steadily steering to dried brush and stalks as its half-
hearted suggestions of strawberries sputter and fade, this solidly 
built wine is more about structure than anything else, and, if 
balanced to keep, it never reveals the kind of fruity volume to 
ensure successful aging.  1	 B	 I	 $30.00

* is MORGAN Cotes du Crows Monterey 2014
53% Grenache; 47% Syrah. Finding Syrah is a bit difficult here, 
and the wine is very much keyed on the straightforward, distinctly 
strawberryish traits of Grenache. It makes no claim to complexity 
or sophistication, but it delivers a mouthful of juicy, easy-to-like 
fruit, and, while its wide-open style invites immediate drinking, 
it is balanced to keep and will stay in good shape for a few years.
GOOD VALUE  1	 B	 I	 $18.00
ir NINER Paso Robles 2013
4% Syrah; 4% Petite Sirah. Ripeness rather than explicit varietal 
character is the major message of this weighty and somewhat 
viscous effort, and, while it achieves a fair degree of richness, it 
abandons fruit along the way and steers to grabby astringency 
with just enough finishing toughness to make another few years 
of waiting the smart choice.  O	 T	 I	 $30.00

** jm PROSPECT 772 The Truant Calaveras County 2013
54% Grenache; 31% Syrah; 15% Mourvèdre. The Prospect 772 
bottlings in this issue rank with the best wines we have yet to 
encountered from Calaveras County, and this one earns high 
marks for its fruity depth, its richness and its layered complexity. 
It does not stint in ripeness yet neither is it singularly beholden 
to the same and it is defined first and last by incisive, red berry 
fruit with highlights of cocoa, cream, sweet oak and dark soils 
lending added interest. It is fleshy and full with a fine sense of 
back-palate grip, and its finely joined tannins signal a good five 
years of steady improvement.  O	 B	 I	 $36.00
* it PROSPECT 772 The Brat Calaveras County 2013
76% Grenache; 24% Syrah. The distinctly strawberry-like fruit is 
in full evidence here while Syrah provides a clear spicy twist of 
its own. The wine is weighty and rich with nominal tannins and 
a bit of youthful angularity becoming fairly pronounced in the 
late-going, and it finishes coarsely, its solid central fruit is nicely 
sustained and affords reason enough for three to five years of 
worry-free cellaring.  O	 B	 A	 $36.00
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iq RIDGE Lytton Estate Dry Creek Valley 2012
11% Zinfandel; 6% Petite Sirah; 5% Syrah. Moderately ripe and 
fairly explicit in oak with a definite inclination to vanilla and milk 
chocolate in the nose, this one starts out pleasantly rounded on 
entry then dries and becomes senselessly coarse without the fruity 
substance to save it, and its contradictory traits of early polish 
and back-end toughness make any confident predictions about 
its future impossible.  1	 B	 I	 $32.00
ip ROCK WALL Abba Vineyard Lodi 2014
More ripe than keenly fruity and a little sparse at its heart, this 
dull, soft-edged, slightly muddled working shows next to nothing 
in the way of specific varietal character, and what little fruit it 
manages to muster early on makes an early exit and is nowhere 
to be found at the finish.  1	 B	 I	 $30.00
* it SOL ROUGE Gypsy Rouge Red Hills 2012
76% Grenache; 13% Mourvèdre; 4% Syrah; 3% Counoise; 3% 
Cinsault; 1% Petite Sirah. Yet another Grenache showing well in 
a blend with other Rhône reds, this one does look to its primary 
variety for direction as witnessed by the ripe strawberry bias in its 
character. Its gets a bit of extra lift from raspberry-like nuances, 
and a dollop of creamy oak adds a rich veneer—all to good effect. 
Its tannins are not intrusive but do contribute useful backbone 
and will help the wine hold well.  1	 B	 I	 $28.00
iq TABLAS CREEK Côtes de Tablas Paso Robles 2013
55% Grenache; 30% Syrah; 10% Counoise; 5% Mourvèdre. 
Clean, but a touch simple with a diminished sense of fruit in the 
nose and more sparing yet on the palate, this medium-full-bodied 
working is never sufficiently filled up, and its fruity shortfall leaves 
it exposed to both fairly sere, mouth-drying tannins as well as a 
spot of finishing heat.  1	 B	 I	 $35.00
* is TERRE ROUGE L’Autre Sierra Foothills 2012
67% Grenache; 20% Mourvèdre; 13% Syrah. A little less owned 
by Grenache than its cépage would suggest, this somewhat gruff 
effort veers towards earthy, barky tones with an overlay of dried 
lavender also evident, and, while fruit is not its prime directive, it 
does carry enough youthful energy to be attractive as a mate to 
flavorful meats hot off the Weber.  1	 T	 I	 $30.00

** jm THE FARM touchy-feely Adelaida District 2012
77% Grenache; 23% Syrah. Very much in the deep, extracted, 
concentrated fruit style of the winery, this rich, highly expressed 
bottling leads with suggestions of strawberries and blackberries 
and yet, for all of its palate weight and high ripeness, it retains its 
role as table wine for the way its fruit and lush yet balanced feel 
keeps it on track for uses with savory, long-cooked pork or lamb 
roasts over the next five years or so.  1	 T	 I	 $60.00
* it VIE “L’Imaginaire” Santa Barbara County 2012
6% Syrah; 3% Mourvèdre. With the feel and fruity qualities of 
Grenache, and with its high varietal content, it would not have 
surprised if this wine hit the ripe strawberry character of the grape 

squarely, but it does not—at least not exactly. Its likeable fruit is 
somewhat spicier than expected and the wine carries a distinct, 
if restrained, herbal edge. Its lithe, fairly supple texture and light 
tannins give it easy drinkability.  O	 B	 I	 $39.00
* is V. SATTUI Entanglement Napa Valley 2013
67% Grenache; 24% Syrah; 9% Mourvèdre. Standing apart from 
its fruitier cousins and a bit brooding and backward in the nose, 
Sattui’s mixed blend of Rhône reds is a dense, deeply filled and 
somewhat sinewy youngster at this point. It is a rich, but rugged 
wine that wants waiting rather than one meant to be enjoyed 
soon, and its recommendation is conditional on three or four 
years of patience.  1	 B	 A	 $38.00
ir V. SATTUI Napa Valley 2013
If not quite as big and broad-shouldered as its cellarmate above, 
this wine still shows a bit of the same sinewy toughness, and, 
even though inclined to the accessible, strawberry-like fruit of 
Grenache, it takes a turn to slightly puckery astringency in the 
latter going that dissuades hasty drinking. It does not have the 
fruity concentration required for lengthy aging, but a few years 
will help smooth its rougher edges. 1	 B	 I	 $35.00

** jo WESTWOOD Elevation Annadel Gap Vineyard 2014
Sonoma Valley. 53% Grenache; 29% Mourvèdre; 12% Syrah; 
6% Counoise. Its deep, generously fruited, decidedly complex 
aromas immediately signal that something special is going on 
here, and this weighty, exceptionally well-crafted effort follows 
with involving, many-layered flavors that do not disappoint. The 
wine is solid and structured but never hard or austere, and its 
tailored tannins are always in support of its genuinely juicy fruit. 
It recalls the spice and savor of the best southern Rhônes, and, 
if irresistible now, it is balanced to grow and will handsomely 
reward a half-decade of patience.  1	 B	 I	 $38.00
* is ZACA MESA Z Cuvée Santa Ynez Valley 2012
50% Grenache; 45% Mouvèdre; 5% Cinsault. Despite its other 
components, this bottling is very much keyed on the juicy, ripe 
strawberry fruit of Grenache in both scent and taste. It is slightly 
rounded in feel and moderately full-bodied with a temperate 
touch of firming tannin showing up in the latter going, and its 
lack of angles and edges makes for a friendly wine that invites 
drinking in the near- to-mid term. 
GOOD VALUE  3	 B	 I	 $22.00

ir ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley 2013
On the positive side of its ledger sheet, this well-ripened effort 
counts plenty of distinctly strawberry-like fruit and goes straight 
to the varietal point, but its soft-and-then-hard palatal feel is a 
bit disconcerting, and its ample acidity helps push puckery tannins 
to prominence at the end. What starts out as a rounded, near-
juicy wine winds up as a slightly rigid and gruff one that wants 
for smoothing, and, despite its varietal clarity, its difficult finish holds 
it back from full recommendation.  1	 B	 A	 $38.00

The Farm Winery 
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* iu ADELAIDA Anna’s Vineyard Adelaida District 2013
A rich and fairly deep wine as far as Mourvèdre goes and one 
that is both generously fruited and comparatively complex with 
a mildly earthy, slightly gamy overlay to its ongoing themes of 
sweet berries that quietly recalls the spice of Syrah, this rich and 
very full-bodied bottling is emphatically ripe and yet keeps a firm 
hold on juicy fruit from entry to finish. It is modestly tannic and 
nicely balanced for the substantial wine that it is with plentiful 
fruity extracts buffering its barely noticeable alcohol, and, if it can 
certainly take three or four years of age, it will not disappoint 
impatient drinkers.  O	 T	 I	 $50.00
* is ANDIS Deadman’s Fork Vineyard 2012
Amador County. Striking out on a comparatively refined path 
of its own and stepping well back from the imperatives of high 
ripeness, this firmly balanced, mid-sized Mourvèdre is charged 
with plenty of lively young fruit with scattered suggestions of 
dried flowers and herbs sitting off to the side. On the down side, 
it gets a bit tough and tangy in the latter going as its ample acidity 
pushes through, but its fruit confidently stays the course and a 
few years in the cellar should set everything right. 
GOOD VALUE  1	 B	 I	 $22.00

** jn BONNY DOON Le Cigare Volant Réserve 2011
Central Coast. 37% Mourvèdre; 34% Grenache; 20% Syrah; 
9% Cinsault. As good a version of Bonny Doon’s iconic bottling 
as we can recall and one that manages to be solidly fruity and 
complex at the same time, the 2011 Le Cigare Volant Ré serve is 
one of those wines that seems to deepen and further unfold with 
each sniff and sip. It is full, slightly supple and carefully structured 
with a fine spine of integral tannin, and its layered, wonderfully 
continuous flavors offer a fascinating, well-married mix of ripe 
berries and herbs with intriguing touches of minerals and dry 
earth. It is involving now but will become more so with cellaring, 
and we see it improving for a half-dozen years and effortlessly 
holding for at least a half-dozen more.  1	 B	 I	 $79.00
* it BOONY DOON Le Cigare Volant Central Coast 2011
37% Mourvèdre; 34% Grenache; 20% Syrah; 9% Cinsault. It 
should be no surprise that this wine mimics its pricier partner 
above, and, while it does not show quite the same depth and 
reach, it combines ample berry-like fruit with complexing notes 
of brush and dried herbs along with the slightest hint of oak. It 
is fleshy on entry then firms and tightens up at the finish, but it 
will round into shape with a few years of forbearance and should 
reach its peak in five.  3	 B	 I	 $45.00
* is CASS Paso Robles 2013
Hinting at raspberries one moment and at strawberries the next, 
this likeable bottling inclines slightly to candied fruit and avoids 

the barky traits that can drag Mourvèdre down. It is fairly full on 
the palate, insistently fruity in focus and counts a welcome bit of 
youthful energy as a real plus, and, while it will keep, it is a wine 
that needs no waiting.  1	 B	 I	 $46.00
ir CASS Rockin’ One Paso Robles 2013
41% Mourvèdre; 29% Grenache; 24% Syrah; 6% Petite Sirah. 
Ripe, yet fairly vague when it comes to defined fruit and colored 
by a bit of dark chocolate and brown-leaf herbaceousness, this 
rounded, full-bodied wine is easy on the palate and wholly free 
of any tannic toughness. Fruity clarity is not its strong suit, but it 
is pleasant and reasonably tasty stuff whose lack of coarseness 
makes for immediate drinking.  1	 B	 I	 $49.00
* is SIDEBAR Rhônish Redwood Valley 2014
48% Mourvèdre; 37% Grenache; 15% Syrah. A little misleading 
in that it starts out slightly viscous and soft with a heavier gait 
and ripeness as its dominant trait, this bottling is better seen as 
suffering from a bit of baby fat at this point. It is ripe and obvious, 
but it shows a fair sense of fruity depth and has a good chance of 
growing into better if held for a few years. 1	 B	 I	 $34.00
iq SOL ROUGE Red Hills 2012
Rather anonymous fruit is overshadowed by ripeness and the 
vaguely, muddy meadow qualities that are not at all foreign to 
Mourvèdre first in the nose and then again in the mid-density 
flavors of this one, and, although clean and free of fault other 
than edging slightly to heat, the wine is a bit blunt and lacking 
in beauty and grace.  O	 B	 I	 $29.00

** jm TABLAS CREEK Esprit de Tablas Paso Robles 2013
40% Mourvèdre; 28% Syrah; 22% Grenache; 10% Counoise. 
This year’s version of Tablas Creek’s flagship bottling is a serious 
wine of careful construction and great depth. It is both weighty 
and rich with layer upon layer of optimally ripened strawberries, 
raspberries and sympathetic sweet oak, and, while still on the 
youthfully tight side of things, it exhibits meticulous polish and 
extraordinary length. It is a wine of great potential that recalls 
the Southern Rhône’s best, and, however impressive it may be at 
the moment, it is simply too young for prime time and begs for 
a half-dozen years of age.  3	 B	 A	 $55.00
* is TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles 2013
Straight ahead in its fruit with an inclination to sweet cherries 
that vaguely recalls ripe Pinot Noir, this fleshy, moderately full-
bodied Mourvèdre flirts with dry, woodsy spice here and there 
and shows a fair bit of back-palate grip, yet its fundamental fruity 
message is nicely sustained. Its minor coarseness will be made 
irrelevant by a couple of years in the cellar or service with steaks 
and chops in the near term.  1	 B	 I	 $40.00

A long-time resident in California and known as “Mataro” for most of its tenure, Mourvèdre 
is quietly making a name for itself locally, if on a comparatively small scale. Its acreage has 
declined dramatically, by nearly two-thirds, from what it was in the late 1960s, but its scat-

tered coastal plantings, most of which are in San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties, are slowly on the rise. Although a handful of makers 
have managed to coax a nice bit of richness and fruit from the grape, Mourvèdre can be a bit heavy-footed when allowed to stand on its own, and, 
much like Grenache, it shows at its best when blended and buttressed by other red Rhône varieties. 
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iq TERRE ROUGE Sierra Foothills 2012
Mourvèdre on its own can be fairly indifferent in fruit, and, if 
hinting vaguely at ripe berries, this one proves the point. It is a 
bit stolid and unexpressive from beginning to end and tends to 
chalky dryness even if it is not conspicuously tannic, and, while it 
will hold up with age, come-hither beauty lies well outside of its 
limited reach.  1	 B	 I	 $28.00

* is VIE L’Intruse Santa Barbara County 2012
Direct and very likeable, strawberry-like fruitiness is the dominant 

theme of this plump and juicy, no-nonsense look at Mourvèdre, 
and, if there certainly are others that are far more complex, it is 
a thoroughly friendly and eminently satisfying version with lots 
of forthright appeal. It is not in danger of fading away any time 
soon, but cellaring is not at all necessary, and it is ready to enjoy 
now with dishes ranging from burgers and grilled sausages to a 
savory bowl of cassoulet.  O	 B	 I	 $39.00
iq ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley 2013
No more than modestly fruity in the nose and very much given 
to Mourvèdre’s earthy and woodsy traits, this full-bodied effort 
is, if anything, even more sparing in fruit in its brushy, brown-
leaf flavors. It is summarily blunted by drying, unbuffered tannins, 
but its very conspicuous lack of fruity vitality tags it as one for 
which we have little faith in its future.  1	 B	 I	 $38.00

* jl ANCIENT PEAKS Paso Robles 2012
Meaty, almost juicy in its dense, ripe and fully packed fruit, this 
substantial bottling boasts plenty of the black pepper, blackberry 
personality of the variety. Full and somewhat mouthfilling on the 
palate, the wine comes with the expected layer of tough tannins 
but they are, in this case, more than adequately buffered by the 
fruit and richness that sit at the wine’s heart. Wines of this style 
always seem to us to want aging, but Petite Sirah fans somehow 
revel in the potency, and this is one that delivers plenty to like now 
and will do the same in the future.  O	 T	 I	 $36.00
ir ANDIS Sierra Foothills 2011
Among the fruitier, less brawny Petite Sirahs to be had and one 
that, while weighty and full-bodied, is more rounded and less 
given to tongue-numbing astringency, this nominally ripened 
rendition is sparing in terms of spice and a little light in varietal 
distinction. It is, nonetheless, a useful red wine suited to service 
with simple lamb and beef dishes and is just tannic enough to 
confirm what it is.  O	 B	 I	 $33.00
* is BESIEGED Sonoma County 2014
By Ravenswood. Very much recalling the sturdy, old-fashioned 
California field blends of the past, this gutsy young wine is laced 
with all sorts of spice and sports a solid foundation of brooding 
dark fruit. It hints at black pepper one moment and dusty earth 
at the next, and it is framed by plenty of expected Petite Sirah 
tannin. Delicacy is simply not in its DNA, but it is never defined 
by astringency as much as it is by fruit and spice, and it is built 
to hold up for a half-decade or more.
GOOD VALUE  1	 B	 I	 $15.00
iq BOGLE California 2013
Smelling of both black and red berries with a trim of toast and 
dried brush to its fairly outgoing aromas, this hefty, moderately 
tannic wine is quick to show its varietal toughness and has all the 
grace of the proverbial bull in a china shop. Even if its early fruit 
is blotted out by astringency, it never fails in its varietal focus, and 
price-conscious Petite shoppers will have few complaints.
GOOD VALUE		 3	 B	 I	 $11.00

* is CAROL SHELTON Rockpile Vineyard Reserve 2013
Rockpile. A bit tight and nervy on the first sniff and only slowly 
opening from there, this weighty, obviously extracted offering is 
very much bound by its youth. Its scattered flashes of fairly deep 
fruit are enough to be encouraging, but this one narrows and 
gets a touch hard in the latter going. Do not entertain thoughts 
of pouring it soon unless tannic toughness is your aim, and hide 
it away in a dark corner of the cellar for at least another five years 
before it sees the light of day.  1	 B	 A	 $40.00
iq CAST Grey Palm Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2013
Leading with an interesting mix of stony soil, sweet oak, game 
and ripe berries in the nose, but falling a bit short in flavor, this 
bottling loses its fruity bearings too quickly, gets fairly rigid in feel 
and is summarily cut off by acid and tannin. It is ungainly now 
and so aggressively astringent that even lengthy cellaring is 
unlikely to bring beauty.  1	 B	 A	 $56.00
iq CHACEWATER Lake County 2013
A little outside the varietal norm in most ways save for its hard-
charging tannins, this wine smacks of red berries and shows an 
early suggestion of pertness before softening and stalling out 
on the palate. It is not as coarse as it is simply dry and astringent, 
and, given its fruity shortfall, its chances for better with age are 
modest at best.  1	 B	 I	 $24.00
* iu CHRONIC Sofa King Bueno Paso Robles 2013
47% Petite Sirah; 45% Syrah; 5% Grenache; 3% Mourvèdre. 
Far closer in character to Syrah than to Petite Sirah and a wine 
that despite its youth comes across as being surprisingly well-
mannered, Chronic’s Sofa King Bueno is a solidly filled working 
that is long on insistent berrylike fruit. That said, it is not a simple 

Petite Sirah has always had its fans. Going back to the early 1970s, sought-after bot-
tlings from the likes of Ridge, Freemark Abbey, David Bruce and Mount Veeder tickled the 
fancies of wine lovers looking for very tannic, inky-black, high-impact red wines, and, for 
years, Petite Sirah remained a niche wine for the adventurous few. That is no longer the case.
Consumer interest in Petite Sirah has been on the rise of late, in large part owing to an advocacy group 
of dedicated producers known as “PS I Love You.” While the promotional efforts of the organization have been successful, we would argue that 
the grape’s new popularity has as much to do with attentive winemaking as with marketing. It is clear that vintners are learning to tame the beast. 
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wine and is appointed with suggestions of minerals and sweet 
spice as well as a nice dollop of oak, and, if not without tannin, 
it is never ragged or rough and fruit stays in control to the end. 
It can be enjoyed now but will age effortlessly for another five 
years, and it offers a great deal to like at the price.
GOOD VALUE  3	 B	 I	 $20.00
iq CHRONIC Suite Petite California 2013
13% Syrah. While at first a bit stark and unfruity with elements of 
pepper and earth well in advance of an underplayed note of ripe 
berries, this slightly rounded, medium-full-bodied working finds 
more fruit as it goes and comes into decent varietal focus. It is 
moderately tannic, but it is not particularly big by Petite Sirah 
standards and it will benefit from a few years of age.
GOOD VALUE  3	 B	 I	 $15.00
ir CLINE Lucchesi Vineyard Contra Costa County 2013
Unbridled ripeness is featured here, and, while the wine steers 
away from tannic excess, it is a bit loose in focus and vague in 
fruit. It is quite full in body and slightly viscous in feel with heat 
coming on fairly strong at the finish, and, if its impressions of 
richness afford it a measure of success, they are not enough to 
justify its decidedly ambitious price.  1	 T	 I	 $70.00
ir CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve Central Coast 2013
Those in search of bold and beamy Petites of unbridled ripeness 
may revel in this altogether extravagant version, but only the most 
devoted fans of the grape will find forgiveness of its over-the-
top astringency. It is a potent and powerful wine to be sure, but 
it is an unruly heavyweight in most respects and is unlikely to 
ever display even the slightest suggestion of refinement 
regardless of how long it is held.  1	 T	 A	 $28.00
* iu COUNTERPUNCH Paso Robles 2013
Gruff, gutsy and not in the least sparing in sinewy tannins yet 
concentrated, very deep and long on extract, this burly, tooth-
staining youngster hits all of the classic varietal marks and does 
so with plenty of fruit in reserve. It throws its weight around in 
an entirely commanding way and makes no claim to finesse, but 
it is a Petite Sirah that knows what it is and is guaranteed to please 
unrepentant Petite Sirah lovers.  O	 B	 A	 $40.00
* jl DAOU Unbound Paso Robles 2013
74% Petite Sirah; 21% Tannat; 5% Tempranillo. The marriage 
of Petite Sirah and Tannat, might seem more than a bit daunting 
and designed to please those with an irrational love of tannin, 
but, while burly and big, this very broad-shouldered wine is not 
killed by astringency and is, in fact, long on outgoing fruit and 
smacks generously of currants, blackberries, vanilla, cocoa and 
coffee. That said, it is a bit too gruff for drinking right now and 
deserves to be held for at least a few more years, and its teasing 
inklings of layering strongly suggest that increased complexity 
lies in its cards.  1	 B	 A	 $65.00

** jm EIGHTY FOUR Napa Valley 2010
Big, rich, saturated, extracted, dark, inky, dramatic are the first 
thoughts that arise when smelling this wine, and then come the 
very specific Petite Sirah characteristics of blackberries, dark spice, 
briar and underlying it all is a veneer of creamy oak. Some may 
find this wine to be too much of a good thing, and certainly it 

does not play by classic rules in its flirtations with bold, over-the-
top ripeness in both nose and mouth, but concentrated fruit sits 
at the very center here, and it not only saves the wine from itself 
but it makes the wine into a fascinating study of depth, power 
and all-out intensity. It will age for another half-decade with ease 
and probably last another ten years.  1	 T	 A	 $65.00
** jm EIGHTY FOUR Napa Valley 2009
Another no-holds-barred Petite Sirah from Eighty Four, this wine 
will surprise no one who has tasted its year-younger mate since 
it is seemingly even tighter and tougher than the 2010 version. 
Make no mistake, however, it is cut from the same bold, dense, 
unrestrained cloth as the 2010 and it wants a decade of aging 
as well. But, Petite Sirah power-lovers will find their full cup of 
tannin here and may try it sooner.  1	 T	 A	 $65.00
ir EOS Estate Paso Robles 2013
18% Zinfandel. Smelling of lightly of berries and slightly peppery 
spice but a little restrained with regard to ripeness, this firmly 
structured, somewhat straight-sided rendition finds its grabby 
varietal tannins getting pushed to the fore by obvious acidity. It 
is short on charm, to be sure, but charm is rarely expected from 
Petite Sirah, and those attracted to the grape’s grittier side are 
likely to find this one to their tastes.  1	 B	 A	 $20.00
ir FRANK FAMILY Napa Valley 2012
Sporting the requisite toughness and managing enough fruit at 
its heart to avoid prematurely drying out, this wine does drift in 
the direction of dark chocolate as an adjunct to its ripe berry and 
creamy oak personality. Its gruff tannins will take a half-decade 
and more to lose their blunt edges, but its underlying softness 
does make the wine somewhat more accessible than its tannin 
load might indicate.  1	 T	 I	 $35.00

* is GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Selection Calistoga 2011
From a difficult vintage, this wine is solidly built with all the big 
muscles of Petite Sirah and more than a dollop of varietal aroma 
and flavor in its blackberryish fruit and its spicy, somewhat dried 
bark personality. But, even with those advantages, this tight and 
tannic wine comes up a tad less than complete, and while its 
structure will last a decade and more, its fruit may not. We would 
counsel that this one be drunk up in the next half-decade with 
savory roasts of lamb or beef.  1	 B	 I	 $65.00
ir GUENOC Lake County 2013
Scattered suggestions of cola, blackberries, dried orange peel 
and pepper in the nose make for an interesting start here, yet the 
flavors that follow are fairly opaque and blunting tannins make 
quick work of the wine’s frontal fruit. If no more tannic than the 
majority of Petites, this one could do with a little more fruity 
richness, but it is hard to fault at the price.
GOOD VALUE  3	 B	 A	 $12.00
* it JEFF COHN Sweetwater Springs Vineyard 2013
Russian River Valley. Big, bold and quite rich in almost every 
regard save for its momentarily withdrawn sense of blackberry 
fruit in the nose and a wine that very much fits the Jeff Cohn 
model when it comes to substance and size, this one surprises 
by being downright juicy once in the mouth. Its ample fruit holds 
its own against considerable back-palate astringency, but even 
die-hard Petite Sirah fans who are inured to tannin will want to 
wait for at least three or four years.  1	 T	 A	 $42.00
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ip LA STORIA Estate Bottled Alexander Valley 2013
By Trentadue. 15% Syrah; 8% Zinfandel. Although starting out 
with an inviting nose of berries and a touch of graham-cracker 
sweetness, this soft-centered wine turns out to be ripe, vaguely 
stalky and slightly coarse on the palate with listless, low-in-fruit 
flavors that empty out in a hurry.  1	 B	 D	 $34.00

** jm MADRIGAL Estate Calistoga 2013
It would be a mistake to call this wine “refined” or “nuanced,” 
yet it shows an inkling of polish that is rarely seen in Petite Sirah, 
and, for all of its very considerable tannins and varietal heft, it is 
nicely balanced, deep in dark berry fruit and never abrasive. That 
is not to say that it is a quaffable wine for light-hearted drinking, 
and it definitely wants for age and pairing with appropriately 
hearty fare, but it affords happy relief from its brutally astringent 
cousins and will earn a welcome place at the table once five or 
six years have passed.  1	 B	 A	 $66.00
* iu MADRIGAL Barberis Calistoga 2013
Here, again, is a Petite that is at once dense and shows a marked 
tendency to palatal plushness despite its considerable tannins, 
and, while it is a bit closed-in on the nose, its extracted flavors 
are long on essential blackberry fruit. Its hard-to-ignore astringency 
is well within varietal bounds, but even the most forgiving fans 
of the grape are advised to exercise patience and hide it away for 
at least another five or six years.  1	 B	 A	 $60.00
* is MADRIGAL Napa Valley 2013
While this very substantial and well-focused working hits all of 
the varietal marks, it does so in a fairly rough and unruly way as 
opposed to the slightly more mannerly style of its two Madrigal 
cellarmates. It favors sheer mass and muscle over any inkling of 
finesse. It is blunted by tannin and picks up a spot of eleventh-
hour heat, yet it does not empty out and keeps enough fruit in 
frame to convince that another three to five years of aging will 
be wholly worthwhile.  1	 B	 A	 $40.00
* iu MADRONE Sonoma Valley 2012
3% Cabernet Sauvignon; 3% Merlot. Dense and deep with hints 
of dark chocolate joining woodsy notes in extending the wine’s 
ripe blackberry fruit, this wine is full in body and has the authority 
of Petite Sirah in its solid structure. It holds up nicely across the 
palate and into a reasonably accessible finish considering that it 
is wholly varietal otherwise. It will certainly last in the bottle for 
some time but lovers of muscular wines will likely want to enjoy 
it in the nearer term.  O	 B	 I	 $60.00
iq McMANIS California 2014
Slightly smoky, fairly ripe and hinting at a bit of milk chocolate in 
the nose, this rounded, full-bodied bottling is slightly fuzzy in 
focus but conveys a reasonable sense of richness all the same. It 
is tannic yet not prohibitively tough and will do the job in washing 
down hunks of grilled beef in the near term, but its real virtue is 
that it affords a good bit of bang for the buck.
GOOD VALUE  3	 B	 I	 $11.00

* jl RIDGE Lytton Springs Dry Creek Valley 2013
Temperate in terms of obvious ripeness yet fully extracted and 
varietally on point with black pepper and dusty earth adjuncts to 
its constant, well-defined blackberry fruit, this comparatively 
composed offering does not go to extremes and stays well away 
from the challenging toughness of its much coarser cousins. Its 
chewy tannins are par for the Petite Sirah course, but they are 
always buffered by fruit, and, while a half-decade of age makes 
a lot of sense here, the wine will not dissuade hard-core Petite 
fans from drinking it much sooner. 1	 B	 A	 $32.00
* jl ROCK WALL Jack’s Dry Creek Sonoma County 2013
Well-defined blackberry fruit sits at the heart of this deep and 
impressively filled effort, and, while solid and sturdy as Petite is 
wont to be, the wine shows an uncommon sense of polish and 
crafting. It hints here and there at dark earth and pepper with a 
liberal complement of oak lending a fair bit of sweet spice, and 
its nicely controlled tannins provide plenty of grip yet are never 
abrasive. Dyed-in-the-wool fans of gutsy Petites will no doubt 
find lots to like in the short term, but a half-dozen years in the 
cellar will show this one off at its best.  1	 B	 A	 $35.00
* it ROCK WALL Le Mur de Roche Napa Valley 2012
This massive, lavishly oaked Petite is sure to draw ire from those 
for whom extreme ripeness is anathema, but, while it undeniably 
teeters on the edge of being too much, it is a very intense and 
deep wine of great substance and richness, and it is rife with the 
peppery, slightly earthy spice of the grape. It is not oppressively 
astringent despite possessing a full measure of varietal tannins, 
and, if palpably hot at the finish, it tenaciously hangs on to its 
ample, surprisingly juicy fruit.		 O	 T	 I	 $60.00
* is ROCK WALL Obsideana Red Hills 2013
50% Petite Sirah; 50% Zinfandel. Sweet and spicy oak makes a 
strong play for attention and gets a step ahead of berryish fruit 
in the ripe-leaning aromas of this full and slightly viscous wine, 
and defined fruit likewise lags just a bit in its rich, noticeably hot, 
tannin-buttressed flavors as well. Its substantial Zinfandel fraction 
keeps it from being quite as tough as Petite tends to be on its 
own, but it is far from refined and will be appreciated most by 
lovers of unabashedly ripe red wines.  1	 T	 A	 $25.00 
ir SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAIN VYD Pierce Ranch 2012
San Antonio Valley. There is a school of thought that Petite 
Sirah should be about muscles wrapped around tannins wrapped 
around ripe blackberry and black pepper character. This wine gets 
most of the way there and will please those who look for mass, 
but it falls a touch short in the fruit department and reminds us 
all too much of why Petite Sirah slipped from interest for a few 
years before wineries figured out that fruit and at least moderate 
accessibility were required. Still, the wine does earn its stripes as 
Petite Sirah and is not as overly abrasive in its astringency as to 
become off-putting. It does offer value to those who like the style. 
GOOD VALUE  1	 T	 I	 $19.00
in SCHMITZ 24 Brix Winemaker’s Blend California 2012
56% Petite Sirah. Sweet and slightly confected from the very 
first sniff, this vague, close-to-mawkish, grapey red wine says 
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nothing that is remotely recognizable as Petite Sirah save for its 
puckery, last-minute tannins, and its obvious sugars override any 
impression of fruit. 1	 L	 D	 $24.00
ir SOL ROUGE Lake County 2012
If on the one hand a ripe and fairly well-filled wine with ample 
fruit and complexing touches of chocolate and spice, this one is 
thrown just a little off kilter by a nagging note of sourness in the 
nose that stays the course all through its ripe-berry flavors and 
into its slightly too-tangy, nominally tannic finish. Age and/or 
service with food will help hide its pointed edges and allow its 
more positive traits to prevail.  O	 B	 I	 $32.00

* is SUMMERS Knights Valley 2013
On fairly good footing for most of its length with oak-enriched, 
ripe berry fruit steadily in its sights, this fleshy, full-bodied wine 
eschews out-sized astringency and is far less rough and ragged 

than the varietal norm predicts. It will likely strike some as being 
a little too timid and tame for Petite Sirah, but it is easy to drink 
despite being moderately tannic, and will find a useful place as 
a foil to hearty, well-seasoned meats.  1	 B	 I	 $40.00

* is VINA ROBLES Paso Robles 2012
Suggestions of game and roast beef add interest to the ripe and 
vaguely jammy focus of the compact blackberry fruit at the heart 
of the wine’s mid-volume aromas. Full on the palate and a tad on 
the soft side under its somewhat burly tannins, it is accessible at 
the front of the palate and somewhat muscular, almost chewy at 
the back, and it is very much in keeping with the sturdily-built 
Petite Sirah style.  3	 T	 I	 $29.00
* it V.SATTUI North Coast 2013
This solid, outwardly fruity Petite proves that brutal tannins are 
not necessarily the grape’s unavoidable bane, and, while certainly 
sturdy and spicy, it is at least halfway to being mannerly. It is full 
and slightly rounded in feel with a modest edge of late-arriving 
astringency, and its finish is marked principally by slightly juicy, 
fairly long-lasting fruit. Those who do not mind its mildly tannic 
bite will find it to their liking right now, yet there is room for a few 
years of improvement all the same.  1	 B	 I	 $45.00

* is ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard 2014
Adelaida District. Offering subtle scents of sweet melons and 
peaches that are infused with a certain blossomy freshness and 
then taking a turn to more obvious ripeness once in the mouth, 
Adelaida’s latest is a solid, well-fruited Viognier that is at once full 
and slightly firm in balance. It heats up enough at the finish to 
notice and presently betrays a bit of youthful coarseness, but 
service with food will help smooth its way as will another six to 
twelve months in the bottle.  O		l	D	 $35.00
ir ALTA COLLINA 12 O’Clock High Adelaida District 2013
22% Roussanne; 3% Grenache Blanc. Clean, moderately fruity 
with hints of lemon-lime simplicity overlying more precise peachy 
notes and a suggestion of hardwoods, this full-bodied, supple-
textured effort comes up a tad short on concentration and sees 
a chalky rise at the end.  O	 C	 D	 $35.00
* is CAROL SHELTON Damiano Vineyard 2014
Placer County. Sporting the honeyed richness that is the mark 
of Viognier and gradually finding good fruity focus after its mildly 
matchsticky smells abate, this ripe and rounded effort delivers 
plenty of direct, peachy fruit in taste with balanced acidity lending 
brightness and life. There is nothing especially complex in its very 

straightforward approach, but it is eminently easy to drink with 
or without food.  1	 C	 D	 $20.00
* it CASS Paso Robles 2014
In spite of its claimed 15.1% alcohol, this well-focused Viognier 
steers far more to freshness and floral delicacy than it does to 
high ripeness and sweeter fruit. It is moderately full-bodied with 
nary a hint of heat, and it is buoyed by a good measure of juicy 
acidity. It is more of a quaffer as opposed to a weightier version 
that wants drinking with appropriately rich foods, and its balance 
and brightness are signs that it will stay alive and engaging for 
several years.  1		l	 D	 $24.00

ip CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve Central Coast 2014
An acrid, matchsticky note gets in the way of this muddled wine’s 
expression of fruit right from the start and never completely lets 
go, and, while the wine shows the viscosity and slightly oily feel 
of Viognier, it is shallow and pinched in flavor with an unnecessary 
chemical bite at the end.  1		l	 D	 $22.00

* it CRISTOM Estate Eola-Amity Hills 2014
While it may not be as effusive and juicy as Viognier can be, this 
very well-structured offering shows off the variety in a slightly 
more serious way. It is moderately full-bodied and balanced to 
firmness in a manner that few of its mates are, and, if still slightly 
nascent and closed-in, it conveys fine fruity solidity and length. 
It is the uncommon Viognier that impresses as a wine that wants 
aging, and we expect that it will find both a fuller voice and more 
polish with time.  1		l	 I	 $30.00

Viognier’s thirty-plus year history in California has been an interesting one. When it first appeared 
in the early 1980s, it was seen as little more than an exotic footnote in an era when Chardonnay’s 
following was increasing by leaps and bounds, but it soon found a significant place and local suc-
cesses heralded a revival in its French home as well as significant new international plantings. Today, 

it is far and away the most widely planted of the white Rhône varieties in California and is responsible for wines ranging 
from pleasant, mild-mannered quaffers to serious efforts of striking richness and depth. It has seen its ups and downs 
in the market, but it is a grape that is here to stay, and its most accomplished renditions such as the latest from DuMOL 
are wines that will stand with the best in the world.
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** jo DuMOL lia Russian River Valley 2013
DuMOL has done it again, this time with a Viognier that will find 
few challengers for top honors. It leads with a very rich, slightly 
toasty nose of vanilla, wildflowers and ripe peaches, and if at first 
seemingly less than expansively fruited in aroma, the wine 
succeeds handsomely in the mouth where its richness and range 
are backed up by a wealth of ripe, wonderfully continuous fruit, 
and it deftly combines all of its majestic parts into a decidedly 
accomplished package.  1		l	 I	 $50.00
ip McMANIS River Junction 2014
More suggestive of vanilla and marshmallow sweetness than it is 
of defined Viognier character in the nose, this mildly buttery, 
slightly soft and fairly abbreviated wine struggles to get on the 
clear varietal track right from the first, and its half-hearted fruit 
runs away at the finish.  3	 C	 D	 $11.00
* iu PECH MERLE Dry Creek Valley 2014
Here is a wine that is fresh, fragrant and incisively fruity with a 
keen fix on varietal flowers and white peaches, yet it inclines to 
the brisk and buoyant end of the spectrum rather than favoring 
the riper, more lavish Viognier model. While fairly rich, it is also 
enlivened by plenty of neatly integrated acidity, and its fine fruity 
energy signals room for a year or two of improvement if its many 
youthful charms can be resisted.  O		l	I	 $33.00
* iu PRIDE Sonoma County 2014
Although hints of honey and a distant bit of loosely peachy fruit 
slowly make their ways into this one’s momentarily matchsticky 
nose, they become far more than “hints” in the wine’s deep and 
impressively filled flavors. While very generous stuff on the palate, 
the wine shows a bit of structural tightness owing to its extreme 
youth, and it will take another twelve months of bottle time for 
it to unfold and round out to its best.  1			l	 D	 $42.00
iq RUSSIAN HILL Russian River Valley 2014
This clean, but relatively muted wine is mired in anonymity and 
never musters more than the faintest suggestion of underripe 
peaches in its weak try for varietal character, and, if stiffened by 
elevated acidity, it is chalky and hard rather than lively with next to 
nothing in the way of fruity richness.  O		l	D	 $28.00
ip SOL ROUGE Lake County 2013
Led by a slight chalky, gypsum-board note in the nose and lightly 
fruity after that without finding much that suggests Viognier in 
its mild aromas, this medium-bodied effort is equally low on the 
fruity basics in its flavors and is a little soft in feel at entry before 
turning a touch dry and bitter as it finishes. A year in the bottle 
might round it out a tad.  O	 F	 D	 $32.00
ir STOLPMAN Ballard Canyon 2014
On the relatively subdued side for Viognier and limited by a brief 
suggestion of matchstick in the nose, this firmly structured wine 
is richer and better defined in the mouth. It is not one that aims 
at ripeness or plays to the grape’s sweeter, tropical-fruit qualities 
but is instead a medium-bodied version whose subtlety and lively 

balance directs to mealtime service with conservatively seasoned 
chicken and meaty fish dishes.		 1		l	 D	 $22.00

* is TABLAS CREEK Côtes de Tablas Blanc 2014
Adelaida District. 42% Viognier; 30% Grenache Blanc; 23% 
Marsanne; 5% Roussanne. Starting out with light, but quietly 
complex aromas of crenshaw melons, honey and a hint of vanilla, 
this clean and fairly graceful effort echoes the same in its crisp, 
nicely sustained flavors and is a tad lighter on its feet than many 
of its white Rhônish cousins. It does not play to power as much as 
it does to brightness and balance, and it is recommended as an 
accompaniment to milder foods.  1		l	 D	 $27.00
io TANGENT Paragon Vineyard Edna Valley 2014
Wan and wispy fruit in the nose gets an immediate challenge 
from lightly cardboardy smells that do not fully dissipate with 
airing, and a slight chemical burn works to similarly limit what is 
fairly sparse fruit on the palate as well. The wine goes wanting 
for varietal character and charm, and we see no way that time 
can or will make for better.  1	 F	 D	 $17.00
ir TERRE ROUGE Fiddletown 2013
A slightly simple, near-floral aspect wanders close to the Viognier 
camp without quite entering but does offer its own clean, easy 
bits of interest nonetheless, and the wine repeats that pleasant 
mantra across the palate. A suggestion of orange-peel bitterness 
finds its way into the finish and some late-arriving energy keeps 
things going to the end. At the price, it is worth a second look.
GOOD VALUE  1	 C	 D	 $20.00
iq TERRE ROUGE Fiddletown 2014
Quiet hints of ripe apples sit to the side of mild, not-quite-juicy 
elements of lightly peachy fruit in the nose here, and the wine’s 
youthful flavors similarly tilt to understatement and restraint. If 
its balance and freshness are positive traits, this one is hampered 
by just enough back-palate bitterness to drop out of the running 
for higher marks.  1		l	 D	 $25.00
ip VINA ROBLES White 4 Paso Robles 2014
54% Viognier; 22% Vermentino; 15% Verdelho; 9% Sauvignon 
Blanc. It should be no surprise, given its unique proprietary mix 
of grapes, that this wine says little about Viognier, and its inklings 
of green pineapple, peach, perfumey floral sweetness and slight 
pithy bitterness leave it out on a perch all its own. And, if holding 
some interest as a curiosity, it is undermined by an unwelcome 
streak of closing chemical heat.  1		l	 D	 $16.00
iq WEDELL Wavertree Santa Ynez Valley 2012
If not expressively fruity or floral, the aroma of this fairly viscous, 
full-bodied wine does favor the peachy, slightly blossomy aspects 
of the varietal spectrum. Its rounded, fairly soft-textured feel on 
the palate leads to early impressions of openness, but there is a 
distinct lack of follow through in its latter half and finish, and while 
it does not dry out, it does lose traction and comes up a bit short 
and slightly bitter at the end.  O	 C	 D	 $25.00
ir WORKMANAYER ipso facto Central Coast 2014
A little low-keyed yet fairly precise on the nose with suggestions 
of citrus and green peaches quietly pointing it in the right varietal 
direction, this eminently likeable effort is rounded and slightly 
viscous in feel, but its clean-as-can-be flavors, while modestly 
fruity, are a touch stunted and not quite as expressive as those 
of top-tier Viognier can be.  O		l	D	 $21.00
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it as one of the finest expressions of Grenache Blanc, there can 
be no complaints about a decision in favor of its blended sibling. 
In this version, the wine is light and fragrant with floral and slight 
flower stem overtones. Like its mate above, it successfully mixes 
full-bodied richness with a balanced approached and while it is 
not a delicate wine, it does sport a certain delicacy that allows it 
to be easy and open.  1	 C	 I	 $36.00

* is PRIEST RANCH Estate Grown Napa Valley 2014
Fresh limes and minerals move to the fore in the distinctive and 
fairly fragrant aromas of this energetic offering, and the ensuing, 
youthfully tight flavors remain firmly fixed on the same. While it 
is moderately full-bodied, the wine is driven by ample acidity, but 
its tendency to stiffness is countered by continuous, slightly 
citrusy fruit, and it promises to relax and fill out over the next 
year without any lessening of vitality.  1	 l	I	 $22.00
* iu TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles 2014
Elements of ripe peaches and juicy white melons are featured in 
the outgoing aromas of this immediately likeable effort and hold 
center stage in the ensuing, very accessible flavors as well. The 
wine is moderately full-bodied and quite well-balanced with a 
slight tilt to firmness in the latter going, and its admirable sense 
of fruity substance is maintained even as evident acidity and a 
scant touch of citrus-peel bitterness rise at the end. It is structured 
to take a year or two of age and is a wine that will show at its 
best when partnered with food.  1	 l	I	 $27.00
ir TABLAS CREEK Patelin de Tablas Blanc 2014
Paso Robles. 49% Grenache Blanc; 31% Viognier; 8% Marsanne; 
12% Roussanne. Clean, light and easy-to-like even if a tad short 
of fully expressed, this medium-bodied bottling offers suggestions 
of green peach and minerals of light-medium intensity in both 
aroma and flavor. A mild but noticeable bitter edge emerges at 
the finish, but service with pan-grilled Dover Sole is certain to see 
the wine right.  3	 F	 D	 $20.00

* iu ADELAIDA Anna’s White Anna’s Estate Vineyard 2014 
Adelaida District. 54% Grenache Blanc; 22% Viognier; 13% 
Picpoul Blanc; 11% Roussanne. While showing a certain family 
kinship with the winery’s “Finder” bottling insofar as it tends to 
a bit of back-palate hardness, the “Anna’s White” is a far better-
filled wine with insistent, well-ripened fruit in control every 
step of the way. It is moderately full-bodied and offers up a 
fairly rich mix of sweet lemons, flowers, key limes, custard and 
peach in both scent and taste, and, while it will certainly benefit 
from the rounding effects of additional age, its success does not 
wholly hinge on mandatory cellaring.  1		l	 I	 $35.00
ir ADELAIDA Finder Adelaida District 2014
69% Grenache Blanc; 31% Viognier. Although each of the two 
Adelaida Grenache Blanc-based blends start out nicely with rich, 
fairly deep aromas of lemons, flowers, peaches and pears, this 
one proves to be markedly tighter in build and its early richness 
gives way to an unexpected turn to chalky astringency. It counts 
ample fruit as an asset, and its curious toughness may ease with 
age, but it is just a little too stiff and stern to make for entirely 
enjoyable drinking right now.  1		l	 I	 $25.00
* jl CAROL SHELTON Coquille Blanc Paso Robles 2014
38% Grenache Blanc; 32% Roussanne; 20% Viognier; and 10% 
Marsanne. Fragrant, fruity and attractive in a light and mannerly 
way, this wine seems a bit simple at first before finding plenty of 
supporting acidity that gives it both backbone and the balance to 
be a fine tableside mate with lighter first courses or even in service 
alongside cracked crab now and over the next year or two.
GOOD VALUE  1		l	 I	 $24.00
ir CHRONIC Stone Fox Paso Robles 2013
66% Grenache Blanc; 34% Viognier. Marked by pushy ripeness 
from the opening bell and smelling of sweet melons with a touch 
of flowers to the side, Chronic’s “Stone Fox” is a fairly viscous 
and full-bodied wine that tips slightly to tactile softness despite 
the presence of mildly souring acidity at the finish, and it is one 
for drinking without undue delay.  1		l	 D	 $20.00
** jm DAOU Paso Robles 2014
A lovely bottle of wine in its own right, Daou is retiring it in favor 
of greater emphasis on Chemin de Fleurs, and while, we will miss 

*** jq DAOU Chemin de Fleurs Paso Robles 2014
48% Grenache Blanc; 32% Roussanne; 20% Viognier. Regularly 
earning top ratings in this pages from its first appearance in the 
2010 vintage, Chemin de Fleurs once again garners top honors 
for depth, beauty and come-hither charm. Its rich, fragrant nose 
is halfway to plush in its peach, dried flower, hardwood-tinged 
juiciness, and while ripe, it is never overripe and keeps fresh, deep 
fruit as its first order of business. Full in body and on the viscous 
side in feel, but with plenty of underlying acidity for balance, the 
wine gives a seamless performance across the palate and into its 
long and layered finish.  1	 C	 I	 $36.00

At this time last year, we commented that Grenache Blanc’s local future 
looked to be in the hands of Paso Robles growers and makers, and, while a few 
noteworthy offerings in this issue hail from other regions, that fundamental 
fact has not changed. Whether or not the variety ultimately finds a significant 
home elsewhere, it has proven its worth in the Central Coast and can produce satisfying wine wines of great richness and charm as those from 
Daou Vineyards once again so capably attest. We confess that we would like to see more vintners willing to take a chance on Grenache Blanc but, 
for the time being, are content to know that its champions show no signs of losing interest and abandoning a versatile variety that has much to 
offer whether on its own or in blends.
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of fresh flowers and citrus, this attenuated wine disappoints on 
the palate with acid-cramped flavors that are not so much light 
as they are scrawny and underfilled.  3	 F	 D	 $18.00

* is ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley 2013
Smacking of white peaches and citrusy freshness with a subtle 
orange blossom note to its light, but well-focused aromas and 
following up with clean and lively flavors to match, this bottling 
is at once moderated in ripeness and insistently fruity. There are 
deeper, more substantial Grenache Blancs to be had, but this 
one succeeds by dint of its clean lines and charm, and it will serve 
nicely with milder fare of all sorts.  1	 l	D	 $25.00

iq TERRE ROUGE California 2013
More attractive in nose than mouth, this intriguing wine starts 
with somewhat rich aromas of butter and nuts and finds a whiff 
of jasmine along the way. It is, however, less inviting across the 
palate and, while it is not dried out and will serve decently with 
roasted chicken, it is a bit coarse and dry from the middle to the 
end and seems unlikely to get better. O	 C	 D	 $14.00
iq THE GIRLS IN THE VINEYARD Dunnigan Hills 2013
49% Grenache Blanc; 29% Viognier; 11% Picpoul Blanc; 11% 
Roussanne. Lesser in volume, yet fairly fragrant and still putting 
a good first foot forward with its comparatively delicate aromas 

flavors that hint variously at honeysuckle, ripe melons and  butter. 
It is moderately full and rounded in feel without tipping to 
softness and, if not in danger of drying up soon and possibly 
gaining a little more complexity with age, it is approachable and 
easy to like now.  O	 l	D	 $50.00

* jl CASS Rockin’ One Paso Robles 2014
40% Roussanne; 33% Viognier; 27% Marsanne. As good as the 
Cass Marsanne and Roussanne might be, neither achieves the 
same degree of fruity richness and range exhibited by this 
expressive blend. While it is again geared to full ripeness much 
like its mates, it is fragrant and floral with a great sense of energy 
and a wealth of deep, mildly honeyed, melon and peach fruit, 
and it is surprisingly well-balanced and light on its feet for the 
very substantial wine that it is.  1	 l	D	 $32.00
* is CASS Paso Robles 2014
Here again is a big-bodied white wine that makes no apologies 
for high ripeness, and, if never specifically fruity and occasionally 
flirting with suggestions of candy, it wants for nothing in the way 
of honeyed richness and overall volume. It is quite full in body 
and slightly viscous in feel, yet it is also reasonably well-balanced 
and comes across as far less heavy than its obvious embrace of 
ripeness might predict.  1	 L	 D	 $26.00
ir SMASHBERRY Central Coast 2013
Its pleasant aromas of white peaches and flowers allow this one 
to fit in the Roussanne fold, but its sweet, slightly sugary flavors 
defy varietal expectations and set it on a path all its own. It recalls 

* iu ADELAIDA Anna’s White Signature Series 2014
Anna’s Estate Vineyard. Adelaida District. 63% Roussanne; 
28% Viognier; 9% Picpoul Blanc. This very ripe wine ups the ante 
in terms of volume and richness and will be accused by none of 
being delicate or demure, but its lushness and decidedly exotic 
mix of apricots, toast, honeysuckle and jasmine are hard not to 
like. It is full-bodied yet still finds fairly good balance and has the 
fruity extract to handily hide its ample alcohol. It is long and well-
sustained with energy enough that it does not demand hasty 
drinking, and it should pair famously with the likes of roasted 
duck or even lighter pork preparations over the course of the 
next three or four years.  O	 l	D	 $50.00

* it ANABA Turbine White Sonoma Valley 2013
42% Roussanne; 20% Grenache Blanc; 20% Picpoul Blanc; 18% 
Marsanne. Smelling of ripe peaches at first then showing a bit of 
roasted-nut richness with a subtle note of orange blossoms 
gradually joining in, this comfortably balanced, moderately full-
bodied blend is lithe and rounded on entry then ever so slightly 
hot at the end. A brief stay in the bottle should work to temper 
its forgivable finishing raggedness just as service with food in the 
short term most certainly will.  1	 l	I	 $28.00
* is BONNY DOON Le Cigare Blanc Réserve 2013
Beeswax Vineyard. Arroyo Seco. 55% Roussanne; 26% Gren. 
Blanc; 19% Picpoul Blanc. Although a bit sedate at the start with 
a muted mix of mildly peachy, lightly floral aromatics, this wine 
surprises with a bigger palatal presence and deeper, far juicier 

Highly regarded in the Rhône Valley of France, especially in the north where it 
shines in the white wines of Hermitage, Crozes-Hermitage and St. Joseph, the tem-
peramental Roussanne ranks with the most distinctive varieties in California’s white 
Rhône portfolio and is garnering increased attention from local vintners and growers with each new vintage. It makes lively, intensely aromatic 
wines that smack of blossoms, honey and very generous peachy fruit, and it counts fine acidity among its manifold attractions.  It has, as the fol-
lowing notes attest, been equally successful as a stand-alone variety and a characterful component in a good many white blends. It is a late-rip-
ening grape whose vines tend to shut down early and produce uneven yields. If demanding extra attention in the vineyard, the results more than 
justify the efforts of those who choose to grow and make it, and our latest round of tastings validates its believers. 
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* iu TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley 2013
Hitting a good many nice marks from eager fruit and freshness 
to fine, lively balance, Truchard’s is a Roussanne of well-measured 
richness that teases with suggestions of honeysuckle, ripe pears 
and peaches throughout its length. It is not a big and dramatic 
wine, but it is very constant and vital, and its touch of youthful, 
back-palate coarseness is easily blamed on its age and will be 
hidden by food now and made wholly moot with time. 
GOOD VALUE  1		l	 I	 $25.00
ip VIE Lake County 2013
Not simply clean but so scrubbed and sanitary as to be lacking 
in fruity soul, this lean and limited offering is fairly wiry and stiff 
in feel. Its lack of central fruit lets all of its angles and edges show 
and, in the end, leaves it exposed to chalky astringency that has 
no place in a successful white wine.  O	l	 D	 $29.00
ir WELLINGTON Sonoma County 2013
Although starting out on a positive note with a concentrated 
nose of honey, sweet butter and a touch of caramel, this mid-
sized offering is not quite as generous as promised once in the 
mouth, and its struggles to find fruity focus are interrupted by an 
unexpected touch of chalky astringency that dissuades solo 
sipping. Save it for service with food.  O		l	D	 $25.00
ir WELLINGTON Sonoma County 2012
10% Viognier; 3% Marsanne. The two Wellington Roussannes 
are close to identical in style as each leads with attractive, mildly 
peachy, lightly honeyed aromas and then lets up on the palate 
with flavors that do not follow through as well as they could. This 
one shows the same mildly chalky, ever-so-slightly-bitter finish 
that marks its younger mate, and it, too, is a wine that wants to 
be poured as a partner to food.  1			l	 D	 $25.00
ip WESTWOOD Annadel Gap Vineyard 2014
Sonoma County. 63% Roussanne; 37% Viognier. Well wide of 
any recognizable varietal mark and oddly briny and citrusy in 
character, this taut, acid-edged wine is wholly lacking in charm, 
and its curious, patently unfruity message is unlikely to garner any 
new fans for Rhône white varieties.  O	 l	D	 $36.00
* iu ZACA MESA Z Blanc Santa Ynez Valley 2013
59% Roussanne; 36% Grenache Blanc; 5% Viognier. If defined 
fruit takes a back seat to ripeness and honeyed richness in the 
nose here, it moves to the fore of this ample effort’s generous, 
slightly juicy young flavors. The wine is moderately full-bodied, 
carefully balanced and counts textural polish among its many 
successes, and, if never particularly lavish or flashy, it remains rich 
and very solidly fruity right to the end.
GOOD VALUE  1			l	 I	 $20.00
* it ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley 2012
Introduced by a fragrant nose of flowers, honey, hardwoods and 
peaches and showing a good sense of palatal substance and heft, 
this nicely stuffed, relatively full-bodied Roussanne is built along 
slightly sturdier lines and edges to structured tightness without 
losing its firm fix on fruit. It is a wine that could easily do with 
more time in the cellar, and it has the richness and depth to evolve 
favorably for several more years.  1			l	 I	 $25.00

the juicy simplicity of Muscat and is a reasonably well-balanced, 
eminently gulpable wine that will show its best as a well-chilled, 
warm-weather refresher or as a companion to spicier Asian fare.
GOOD VALUE  1	 C	 D	 $15.00
ir SOL ROUGE Gypsy Blanc Lake County 2013
Sol Rouge’s proprietary white Rhône blend is a clean, medium-
full-bodied offering that exhibits a slightly floral bias that runs 
from a bit of blossomy sweetness to a touch of flower stem. It is 
slightly oily in feel and teases with brief suggestion of plushness 
to start but progressively edges toward dryness with a lemon-
peel turn to its finish.  O	 l	D	 $28.00

* jl STOLPMAN L’Avion Ballard Canyon 2013
Rich, ripe and pulpy in scent with a fascinating aromatic marriage 
of ripe pear compote, hardwoody sweetness, honey and flashes 
of fresh butter that is played back in its very deep and substantial 
flavors, Stolpman’s “L’Avion” is a full, lushly textured wine that 
gets a brightening lift from well-integrated acidity. It is complex 
and involving stuff that holds nothing back now, but its richness 
comes without the least sense of heaviness, and it can be safely 
held for drinking as a foil to big-flavor dishes such as a Marseilles 
Bouillabaisse in the next four or five years. 1		l	 D	 $38.00
* iu TABLAS CREEK Esprit Blanc de Tablas 2013
Paso Robles. 71% Roussanne; 21% Grenache Blanc; 8% Picpoul 
Blanc. This very solid and carefully composed wine makes a good 
argument for the virtues of blending as it offers a varied mix of 
spices and fruits with elements of white peaches, limes, honey 
and hardwood all underlain by hints of minerally soil. It teases 
early on with a suggestion of suppleness then firms as its spry 
acidity comes into play, and, while tasty now, it has the balance 
and depth to continue to grow. There are good reasons to wait 
for another few years.  1		l	 I	 $45.00
iq TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles 2013
Fairly weighty but low in available fruit and far less inviting than 
its juicier, better-filled cousins, the Tablas Creek Roussanne hints 
mildly of honey and sweet spice, but it is a comparatively stolid 
version that coarsens and dries and steadily gives ground to a 
little too much bitterness and heat.  1		l	 D	 $35.00
* is TERRE ROUGE Monarch Mine Vineyard 2014
Sierra Foothills. Taking a few moments to get going and only 
slowly filling out its initially floral, lightly honeysuckle-like aromas 
with plenty of peachy fruit and showing a very similar progression 
on the palate, the younger of the two Terre Rouge Roussannes 
is the easy pick of the pair. It is slightly fleshy and balanced to 
firmness after leading with a brief sensation of viscosity on entry, 
and, if not impressing as a wine of potency and immense power, 
it is certainly no weakling and will stand up to moderately rich 
foods such as garlicky braised chicken. 1		l	 D	 $25.00
iq TERRE ROUGE Monarch Mine Vineyard 2013
Sierra Foothills. A faint hint of aromatic sourness sets this one 
sideways after leading with attractive scents of mandarin orange 
and hardwoods and a tangy twist of last-minute acidity appears 
to lend a slight edge of finishing sharpness, but, in between, the 
wine is fairly polished and smooth with a loosely defined bit of 
fruit keeping it going.  1		l	 D	 $25.00
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aromas and buoyant young flavors, this lively, medium-full-bodied 
effort succeeds on several fronts and earns easy recommendation 
for its vitality, its insistent sense of fruit and its fine balance. It will 
keep comfortably and might gain a bit in range with age, but it 
offers plenty of immediate appeal.  1		l	 I	 $25.00

iq TERRE ROUGE Enigma Sierra Foothills 2013
49% Marsanne; 26% Viognier; 24% Roussanne; 1% Grenache 
Blanc. If very close in varietal composition to its 2014 incarnation, 
the 2013 Enigma is a much different wine. For whatever reasons, 
it is comparatively flat and lacking in life, and its half-hearted fruit 
sits momentarily in the distant background then steadily fades 
away as halting elements of stalky green tea, almonds and vague 
woody spice come to the fore.  1		l	 D	 $25.00

* is WELLINGTON Sonoma County 2013
9% Roussanne. Lightly honeyed with a muted sense of faintly 
peachy fruit to its concentrated, yet less-than-outgoing aromas, 
Wellington’s is a fairly deep and well-structured Marsanne that 
backs away from candied cuteness. It is weighty without being 
overly viscous or soft, and it takes on a hard edge or two at the 
finish but its overall balance and slight tilt to firmness bode well 
for mealtime drinking.  O		l	D	 $25.00

* is CASS Paso Robles 2014
Elements of honeysuckle and fully ripe melons are joined in the 
nose by notes of vanilla, lemons and a hint of flower stems, but 
it is the sweeter parts that become the focus of this one’s very 
full, decidedly ripe flavors. The wine is slightly viscous in feel and 
tends ever slightly to softness and a bit of back-palate heat, but 
the wine’s tactile richness wins the day and points the way to 
successful service with the likes of savory, full-flavored, garlicky 
chicken dishes.  1	 L	 D	 $26.00
ir KITÁ T’aya Camp 4 Vineyard Santa Ynez Valley 2014
60% Marsanne; 38% Roussanne; 2% Grenache Blanc. Fairly 
compact, clean and composed yet always scaled-down and in 
search of a bit more intensity, this wine leads with a nuanced 
nose of honey, flowers, minerals and not-quite-ripe peaches 
whose essential quietude is paralleled in the like-minded flavors 
that ensue. There is nothing about it that suggests great change 
is in its future, and, whether consumed soon or held for a bit, it 
is one to pair with lighter foods.  1	 C	 D	 $22.00
* it TERRE ROUGE Enigma Sierra Foothills 2014
50% Marsanne; 25% Roussanne; 25% Viognier. Bringing a nice 
note of brightness into play in both its peachy, floral-directed 

Marsanne’s story in California is brief, and it remains to be seen if it is a grape with a future 
beyond that of an understudy in white blends that mimic those from Southern France. By 
itself, it has been inclined to make wines of limited richness and sparing fruit, and it 
often takes on an edge of bitterness that is mitigated when married with the likes of Roussanne and Viognier. Still, its history hereabouts is a short 
one, and it cannot be dismissed by the results of a few vintages and a mere handful of bottlings. It takes time and experience to master any variety, 
and, if we are not holding our breaths in anticipation of a Marsanne rush to renown, neither are we ready to write its eulogy.  
 
 

* jl TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles 2014
Making a strong peachy statement from the very first sniff with 
a bare touch of sweet oak in tow, this fleshy, very well-balanced 
wine is at once bright and lively and slightly silky in feel. Its very 
constant, convincingly fruity flavors are juicy and rich without 
resorting to candied sweetness, and it teases with touches of 
minerally complexity that make it far more than a simple quaff. 
It is, nonetheless, a delightful drink on its own, just as it is certain 
to be when poured as an accompaniment to the likes of perfectly 
roasted chicken.  1	 l	D	 $27.00

* iu ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard 2014
Adelaida District. Variously suggestive of fresh apples, jasmine 
and melons with delicate wisps of sweet spice adding a bit of 
subtle nuance, this supple, slightly viscous working is a touch 
riper and not quite as bright as its cousin from Tablas Creek, but 
it is wine of plentiful fruit and real charm. It, too, makes a very 
good case for Picpoul Blanc as a stand-alone variety whose use 
should not be limited to blending.  O	 l	D	 $36.00

Picpoul Blanc, literally translated as “lip stinger,” most likely is an unfamiliar name 
even to those well-versed in the classic vitis vinifera anthology, and, it is, in fact, the rar-
est of all the white Rhône varieties both here and in its native provenance. In the few 
instances that it appears, it is more often than not a bit player in various blends, yet, as the two outstanding examples from Adelaida and Tablas 
Creek demonstrate, it can produce wines of immense appeal when allowed to take the stage as a solo act. There is not much of it, but wine lovers 
looking for something different and do not mind a search should take note. 
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every turn, this many-layered sparkler is nonetheless charged with 
plenty of youthful vitality, and it is as crisp and energetic as it is 
wonderfully complex. It sports an especially fine and insistent 
mousse, and it tends to the drier end of the Brut spectrum, yet 
its slightly austere leanings in no way negate its ongoing richness. 
Although its tighter architecture and its brisk, palate-cleansing 
acidity make it an ideal choice for drinking as an aperitif on its 
own, it will shine just as brightly when matched up with early-
course shellfish preparations.  1		l	 I	 $48.00

** jm SCHRAMSBERG Reserve North Coast 2007
76% Pinot Noir; 24% Chardonnay. As has been the consistent 
case in the past, Schramsberg’s Reserve bottling runs to the very 
yeasty, highly autolyzed side of things, and there is little room 
for even vestigial fruit among its layers and layers of browned 
biscuits, vanilla, caramel and soy. It is not particularly elegant, 
but it is frothy and full of very fine bubbles. While commanding 
in terms of sheer richness and range, it is starting to show a late 
inclination to dryness that has us wanting to drink it a bit sooner 
rather than later.  3		l	 D	 $120.00
ir SCHRAMSBERG Mirabelle Brut California 
61% Pinot Noir; 39% Chardonnay. Fairly sparing in the toasty 
trappings of lengthy time en tirage with simple, slightly candied 
fruit taking the early lead, this foamy, somewhat inelegant wine 
no more than quietly hints at the yeasty virtues of champenization, 
and, while never less than a pleasant enough bubbly, it never tries 
to be anything more.  3		l	 D	 $27.00

ir IRON HORSE Wedding Cuvée 2011
Green Valley of Russian River Valley. 70% Pinot Noir; 30% 
Chardonnay. Lightly fruity in scent with a smattering of yeast 
affirming its method of making but as much concerned with a 
mix of minerals and chalky soil as it is with defined autolysis, this 
very crisp, close-to-rigid wine sports plenty of acidy energy, but it 
is also slightly coarse, just a touch dry at its heart and a bit short 
on Champenoise beauty and grace.  3		l	 D	 $40.00
iq LORING Brut Rosé California 2009
Despite the fact that it was disgorged after resting for more than 
five years on the yeast, this lightly candied and mildly cherry-like 
sparkling wine shows little in the way of defined autolysis save 
for a distant hint of burnt bread. It is foamy and firm in balance, 
but it drifts to bitterness at the finish and astringency outlasts its 
too-transient fruit.  O	 L	 D	 $50.00

** jm ROEDERER ESTATE L’Ermitage Brut 2007
Anderson Valley. 52% Chardonnay; 48% Pinot Noir. Long on 
autolyzed yeast with elements of brioche and cream showing at 

a more refined light and wears its age with more elegance. It is 
rife with crème brûlée richness but has retained a subtle, but very 
sure sense of slightly juicy fruit that has not faded with time. It is 
a complete and compelling package that reveals more and more 
with each sip, and it ranks among the very best sparkling wines 
to be made anywhere.  1		l	 I	 $120.00
*** jr SCHRAMSBERG J. Schram Brut Rosé 2007
North Coast. 71% Chardonnay; 29% Pinot Noir. Seamlessly 
combining the cherry-like fruit and vinosity of Pinot Noir with an 
absolute wealth of autolyzed yeast and very clear in its grasp of 
what a serious Rosé should be, the latest J. Schram version is a 
fascinating wine of extraordinary layering, depth and polish. It is 
explosively bubbled and its very fine mousse lasts and lasts, and, 
while showing a bit of finishing grip that indelibly marks it is as 
a true Rosé, its altogether remarkable sense of refinement puts 
it in a class all its own.  1		L	 I	 $150.00

*** jr SCHRAMSBERG J. Schram North Coast 2007
84% Chardonnay; 16% Pinot Noir. This extraordinarily deep, 
explicitly champenized offering is a study in contrasts when it 
is compared to Schramberg’s 2007 Reserve, for, while both are 
nearing their tenth anniversaries, this one shows its autolysis in 

We have long held that California produces sparkling wine of unparalleled value and 
continue to be amazed at the quality of afford- able offerings from producers like Mumm, 
Gloria Ferrer, Sharffenberger and Roederer Estate to name but a few. There is a host of 
remarkable well-made sparklers made using the classic Méthode Champenoise technique 
and costing $25.00 or less that are absolutely without peer at the price. But, the story of 
fine California bubbly is not limited simply to value, and we would argue that, at the very 
top end of the sparkling scale, the finest west-coast efforts hold their own with the best from Reims and Epernay. This month, a handful of newly 
arrived prestige cuvées from Schramsberg and Roederer Estate emphatically make the point.  The layered, wonderfully refined Roederer Estate 
L’Ermitage is priced comparably to most basic French non-vintage Bruts and, in our experience, handily outshines them all, and the breathtak-
ing, extraordinarily complex J. Schram bottlings from Schramsberg stand comfortably with the most expensive, high-ticket renditions from the 
great houses of Champagne. We are devotees of fine fizz and do watch our budgets, but there are times and occasions when a splurge is allowed, 
and, in those rare instances when price is no object, we find ourselves thinking and drinking locally. 
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** JANZEN Cabernet Sauvignon Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard 
Napa Valley 2012 and ** ROCCA FAMILY Merlot Grigsby Vineyard 
Yountville 2012. 

Created by the California Wine Club exclusively for Connoisseurs’ 
Guide readers, and featuring only our two-star and three-star 
selections, the CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES wine-of-the month club 
makes hard to get wines available for you. Featured this month are 
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Best Buys in the Market

The overall quality of California Pinot Noir continues to improve as does demand for the top bottlings, but not 
all noteworthy offerings come at prohibitive prices, and some are out-and-out bargains. Heading up this 
month’s roster of fine values, the deeply filled and carefully crafted * DAVIES Anderson Valley 2013 
($35.00) and the generous, incisively varietal * LORING Russian River Valley 2014 ($36.00) check in with 
well-earned 90-point ratings and outshine a good many of their cousins costing considerably more. The rich 
and accessible * LORING Santa Barbara County 2014 ($28.00) gets the nod as well, and the neatly composed 
* SIDURI Willamette Valley 2014 ($24.00) is thoroughly enjoyable now yet has the balance to age and 
improve for several years. Give a look, too, at the well-focused * INCONCEIVABLE The Fog Prince Santa 
Barbara County 2014 ($25.00), a Pinot of both substance and structure, and the * FRANCIS COPPOLA 

Director’s Sonoma Coast 2014 ($21.00) is a mannerly middleweight that hits all of the right varietal marks, while its 86-point cellarmate, the 
light and lively FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA Votre Santé California 2013 ($14.00) is a bright, nicely fruited, well-balanced working whose price 
invites more-than-occasional drinking. Just a bit richer and balanced to firmness, the 86-point BRIDLEWOOD California 2014 ($20.00) will 
fit in nicely with milder lamb dishes, and the sleek, similarly pointed CASTLE ROCK Willamette Valley 2014 ($14.00) is an honest, well-defined 
effort that will delight value-seekers on the hunt for Pinots of a lighter bent. Finally, while neither will challenge our star-rated recommenda-
tions, both the lightly candied McMANIS California 2014 ($11.00) and the rounded LINE 39 California 2014 ($10.00) are reasonably balanced, 
clean-as-can-be wines that, even though sporting rock-bottom prices, manage to keep varietal fruit in their sights. 

One of the more versatile white wines around, Sauvignon Blanc once again proves to be one of the value leaders 
as well. The energetic and wonderfully refined ** CLENDENEN FAMILY Stallion Vineyard Santa Ynez Val-
ley 2012 ($20.00) is an exceptionally well-made example that should not be missed, and it is joined on this 
month’s list of notable good buys by its year-younger sibling, the rounded, mildly melony * CLENDENEN 
FAMILY Mesa Verde Vineyard 2013 ($18.00). The weighty, well-ripened * LONGBOARD Russian River 
Valley 2014 ($20.00) and the rich, mildly herbal * SHANNON RIDGE High Elevation Collection Lake 
County 2014 ($19.00) are fine choices when richer fish entrees such as salmon or swordfish are on the menu, 
while the temperate, but very insistent * STAR LANE Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara 2014 ($22.00) and the 
fresh and vital * FERRARI-CARANO Fumé Blanc Sonoma County 2014 ($14.00) are guaranteed to please with lighter seasonal fare come 
spring and summer. And, while the CASTLE ROCK Mendocino County 2014 ($10.00) may be a step behind its recommended one-star mates, 
it is a clean, affably fruity, easy-to-drink Sauvignon Blanc whose ten-dollar price tag wins it unqualified “Best Buy” mention.

New Cabernets wait in the wings and will be featured in the upcoming April issue, but in the meantime it would 
be good to consider a few recent favorites in a varietal category where outstanding values are a bit harder to 
find. The very solid * NADIA Santa Barbara Highlands Vineyard 2013 ($35.00) continues to impress, and 
both the rich and well-ripened * SUMMERS Andriana’s Cuvée 65% Sonoma County 2013 ($20.00) and the 
open, not-too-tannic * DRY CREEK VINEYARD Hillside & Benchland Dry Creek Valley 2012 ($25.00) 
remind that very good Cabernet can still be affordable. The surprising, distinctly curranty * CASTLE ROCK 
Paso Robles 2013 ($11.00) still amazes and remains without peer at the price, and it is joined by the confident, 
varietally explicit 86-point GIRL & DRAGON North Coast 2013 ($14.00) as our picks of the bunch when it 

comes to Cabernets priced at $15.00 or less. 

Reverse

PINOT NOIR

SAUVIGNON BLANC

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
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March 2016 Index 
SYRAH
**  jn  ADELAIDA Reserve Anna’s Vineyard  2013
**  jm  ADELAIDA Version Red    2013
**  jm  ADELAIDA Anna’s Vineyard    2013
*   is  ADELAIDA Adelaida District  2013
  ir  ANDIS Indian Creek Vineyard    2013
  iq  BONNY DOON Le Pousseur    2013
  iq  CASS Backbone Paso Robles  2013
  iq  CHACEWATER Sierra Foothills  2013
  io  CLINE Sonoma County  2014
  ip  CLOS LA CHANCE Estate Grown    2012
**  jo  DAOU Celestus Paso Robles  2013
**  jn  DAOU AUX Reserve Paso Robles  2013
**  jm  DUTTON GOLDFIELD Cherry Ridge Vyd 2013
  ir  FIRESTONE Santa Ynez Valley  2012

  iq  GREENWOOD RIDGE Mendo Ridge  2013
  ip  HEINTZ Roxy Sonoma Coast  2013
***  js  JEFF COHN Domaine des Chirats    2013
***  jq  JEFF COHN Haley Rockpile Vineyard   2013
**  jn  JEFF COHN Buffalo Hill Rockpile Vyd  2013
**  jm  JEFF COHN So Serine Rockpile Vyd 2013
*   iu  JEFF COHN #Pure Yum California  2013
*   it  KITÁ Camp 4 Vineyard    2013
**  jm  NINER Heart Hill Vineyard Paso Robles  2013
**  jp  PROSPECT 772 The Brawler    2013
**  jm  PROSPECT 772 The Instigator   2013
  iq  ROCK WALL Papa’s Syrah California  2013
  ip  ROCK WALL Rock Hound California  2013
*   is  SILVER MOUNTAIN Central Coast  2011

  iq  SPICY VINES Dragon’s Kiss    2013
*   jl  TABLAS CREEK Adelaida District  2013
  iq  TABLAS CREEK Patelin de Tablas   2014
*   is  VIE “Les Amours” Santa Barbara Co 2012
*   is  V. SATTUI Napa Valley  2013
     GV ir  WELLINGTON Englandcrest   2011
*   is  WESTWOOD Estate Annadel Gap Vyd 2014
**  jm  ZACA MESA Black Bear Block    2012
*   jl  ZACA MESA Eight Barrel      2012
*   is  ZACA MESA Z Three    2012
  ir  ZACA MESA Chapel G    2012
  iq  ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley  2012
 

GRENACHE
  il  2 PLANK Grenache Syrah South Coast 2013
*   jl  ADELAIDA Anna’s Red    2013
*   it  ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard  2013
*   is  ADELAIDA Paso Robles  2013
*   it  ANABA Turbine Red Sonoma Valley  2013
*   is  ANABA Turbine Red Sonoma Valley  2012
  iq  ANDIS Amador County  2012
  ir  BONNY DOON Clos de Gilroy    2014
  iq  BONNY DOON Cuvée R Rancho Solo  2014
  ir  CASS Paso Robles  2013
  ir  CLINE Big Break Vineyard    2013

  ir  CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve   2013
  iq  CLOS LA CHANCE Lila’s Cuvée    2012
*   iu  ELYSE C’est si Bon Naggiar Vineyard  2012
  iq  HAHN GSM Central Coast  2014
  iq  KITÁ Spe’y Camp 4 Vineyard    2013
* GV  is  MORGAN Cotes du Crows Monterey  2014
   ir  NINER Paso Robles  2013
**  jm  PROSPECT 772 The Truant    2013
*   it  PROSPECT 772 The Brat    2013
  iq  RIDGE Lytton Estate Dry Creek Valley  2012
  ip  ROCK WALL Abba Vineyard Lodi  2014

*   it  SOL ROUGE Gypsy Rouge Red Hills  2012
  iq  TABLAS CREEK Côtes de Tablas    2013
*   is  TERRE ROUGE L’Autre Sierra Foothills  2012
**  jm  THE FARM touchy-feely    2012
*   it  VIE “L’Imaginaire” Santa Barbara Co   2012
*   is  V. SATTUI Entanglement Napa Valley  2013
  ir  V. SATTUI Napa Valley  2013
**  jo  WESTWOOD Elevation    2014
* GV  is  ZACA MESA Z Cuvée    2012
  ir  ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley  2013

MOURVÈDRE
*   iu  ADELAIDA Anna’s Vineyard    2013
*  GV  is  ANDIS Deadman’s Fork Vineyard  2012
**  jn  BONNY DOON Cigare Volant Réserve  2011
*   it  BOONY DOON Cigare Volant    2011
*   is  CASS Paso Robles  2013

  ir  CASS Rockin’ One Paso Robles  2013
*   is  SIDEBAR Rhônish Redwood Valley  2014
  iq  SOL ROUGE Red Hills  2012
**  jm  TABLAS CREEK Esprit de Tablas    2013
*   is  TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles  2013

  iq  TERRE ROUGE Sierra Foothills  2012
*   is  VIE L’Intruse Santa Barbara County  2012
  iq  ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley  2013

 

PETITE SIRAH
*   jl  ANCIENT PEAKS Paso Robles  2012
  ir  ANDIS Sierra Foothills  2011
*  GV is BESIEGED Sonoma County  2014
     GV  iq  BOGLE California  2013
*   is  CAROL SHELTON Rockpile Vyd Reserve 2013
  iq  CAST Grey Palm Vineyard    2013
  iq  CHACEWATER Lake County  2013
*  GV iu  CHRONIC Sofa King Bueno  2013
     GV iq  CHRONIC Suite Petite California  2013
  ir  CLINE Lucchesi Vineyard    2013
  ir  CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve    2013
*   iu  COUNTERPUNCH Paso Robles  2013

*   jl  DAOU Unbound Paso Robles  2013
**  jm  EIGHTY FOUR Napa Valley  2010
**  jm  EIGHTY FOUR Napa Valley  2009
  ir  EOS Estate Paso Robles  2013
  ir  FRANK FAMILY Napa Valley  2012
*   is  GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Selection   2011
     GV ir  GUENOC Lake County  2013
*   it  JEFF COHN Sweetwater Springs Vyd  2013
  ip  LA STORIA Estate Bottled  2013
**  jm  MADRIGAL Estate Calistoga  2013
*   iu  MADRIGAL Barberis Calistoga  2013
*   is  MADRIGAL Napa Valley  2013

*  iu  MADRONE Sonoma Valley  2012
     GV iq  McMANIS California  2014
*   jl  RIDGE Lytton Springs Dry Creek Valley  2013
*   jl  ROCK WALL Jack’s Dry Creek    2013
*   it  ROCK WALL Le Mur de Roche   2012
*   is  ROCK WALL Obsideana Red Hills  2013
     GV ir  SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAIN VYD Pierce  2012
  in  SCHMITZ 24 Brix Winemaker’s Blend   2012
  ir  SOL ROUGE Lake County  2012
*   is  SUMMERS Knights Valley  2013
*   is  VINA ROBLES Paso Robles  2012
*   it  V.SATTUI North Coast  2013

VIOGNIER
*   is  ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard  2014
  ir  ALTA COLLINA 12 O’Clock High    2013
*   is  CAROL SHELTON Damiano Vineyard  2014
*   it  CASS Paso Robles  2014
  ip  CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve    2014
*   it  CRISTOM Estate Eola-Amity Hills  2014
**  jo  DuMOL lia Russian River Valley  2013

  ip  McMANIS River Junction  2014
*   iu  PECH MERLE Dry Creek Valley  2014
*   iu  PRIDE Sonoma County  2014
  iq  RUSSIAN HILL Russian River Valley  2014
  ip  SOL ROUGE Lake County  2013
  ir  STOLPMAN Ballard Canyon  2014
*   is  TABLAS CREEK Côtes de Tablas Blanc  2014

GRENACHE BLANC
*   iu  ADELAIDA Anna’s White      2014
  ir  ADELAIDA Finder Adelaida District  2014
*  GV jl  CAROL SHELTON Coquille Blanc    2014
  ir  CHRONIC Stone Fox Paso Robles  2013

***  jq  DAOU Chemin de Fleurs Paso Robles  2014
**  jm  DAOU Paso Robles  2014
*   is  PRIEST RANCH Estate Grown  2014
*   iu  TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles  2014

  ir  TABLAS CREEK Patelin de Tablas Blanc  2014
  iq  TERRE ROUGE California  2013
  ir  THE GIRLS IN THE VINEYARD  2013
*   is  ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley  2013

ROUSSANNE
*   iu  ADELAIDA Anna’s White Signature  2014
*   it  ANABA Turbine White Sonoma Valley  2013
*  is  BONNY DOON Cigare Blanc Réserve  2013
*   jl  CASS Rockin’ One Paso Robles  2014
*   is  CASS Paso Robles  2014
 GV ir  SMASHBERRY Central Coast  2013
  ir  SOL ROUGE Gypsy Blanc Lake County  2013

*   jl  STOLPMAN L’Avion Ballard Canyon  2013
*   iu  TABLAS CREEK Esprit Blanc de Tablas 2013
  iq  TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles  2013
*   is  TERRE ROUGE Monarch Mine Vyd 2014
  iq  TERRE ROUGE Monarch Mine Vyd  2013
* GV  iu  TRUCHARD Carneros Napa Valley  2013
   ip  VIE Lake County  2013

  ir  WELLINGTON Sonoma County  2013
  ir  WELLINGTON Sonoma County  2012
  ip  WESTWOOD Annadel Gap Vineyard  2014
* GV  iu  ZACA MESA Z Blanc Santa Ynez Valley  2013
*   it  ZACA MESA Santa Ynez Valley  2012

MARSANNE
*   is  CASS Paso Robles  2014
  ir  KITÁ T’aya Camp 4 Vineyard  2014

*   it  TERRE ROUGE Enigma Sierra Foothills  2014
  iq  TERRE ROUGE Enigma Sierra Foothills  2013

*   is  WELLINGTON Sonoma County  2013

PICPOUL BLANC
*   iu  ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard  2014 *   jl  TABLAS CREEK Paso Robles  2014

SPARKLING WINE
  ir  IRON HORSE Wedding Cuvée  2011
  iq  LORING Brut Rosé California  2009
**  jm  ROEDERER ESTATE L’Ermitage Brut  2007

***  jr  SCHRAMSBERG J. Schram North Coast  2007
***  jr  SCHRAMSBERG J. Schram Brut Rosé  2007
**  jm  SCHRAMSBERG Reserve North Coast  2007

  ir  SCHRAMSBERG Mirabelle Brut   —

  io  TANGENT Paragon Vineyard    2014
     GV ir  TERRE ROUGE Fiddletown  2013
  iq  TERRE ROUGE Fiddletown  2014
  ip  VINA ROBLES White 4 Paso Robles  2014
  iq  WEDELL Wavertree Santa Ynez Valley  2012
  ir  WORKMANAYER ipso facto    2014


